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Ul.UvlE XVIII.

Resolutions adopted by the
Reoublicans of Harding County,
New .Mexico, at the Harding
County Convention at Mosquero,
N. M. Aug 15th, 1921.
Be it resolved by the Rephbli-can- s
of Harding Cohnty Assembled that:
We especially endorse and
point with pride to the enviable
record made by the National Administration in the ' restoration
of normalcy to a country sadly
upset by the horrors of a previous war, and the equally terrible
condition brought upon us by ei-

I

TUCUMCARFS SIXTH ANNU
atIJ untTMn
v RU HKT.TI
IVUUilV ITP Tft
SEPT. 5,6,7th

'
sixth

annual roundup will be held on beptember
The program will( begin
Monday morning witn a Dig lao- orday parade, tne anierent uiu- ons joining in making this, para- a success. The cowboys and
cowgirls will ride and every soc- ietv and nerson is welcome to
join in this parade. The big free
barbacue at the grounds will follow the parade and the day's cowboy events will start promptly

at two

o clock.
Mr. Trigg, the manager,
"We are going to use real
range
horses tor the Bronk
the
under
suffering
ght years of
wild horse races
and
test
government of an incompetent

administration.
.
That we are especially proud
of the record that has been made
in so short a time by our able
President, Warren, u. Harding,
by our aoie Secretary of the Inand tne
terior Albert
Kepublican members of our able
Senate and House of Representatives.
But more especially do we
point with a justifiable feeling
of pride to the seldom equalleü
and never excelled record of our
Senator Hon. Holm 0. Bursum,
who during the short period of
four montns, has made himself
a power in the Senate where others have taken years to accomplish much less, who has already
become recognized as one of the
really big men in the body known as one of the greatest and
wisest deliberating bodies af the
world, and who has acomplisheu
so much in the inteserts of the
farmer and stockgrcwers of New
Mexico, as to render his
to the Senate a dire necessity ti the State and an end greatly desired by his colleagues in
the Senate who have already;
discovered his ability and his general worth to the entire nation.
Recognizing the fact that a
Ji.-fai-

,

l,;

"

'

successor to the, IIon.Geo.R.;
Craig, our present state Chairman, is to be selected in the near

future, and apreciating the unquestioned ability and titness as
a, leader, the Kepuoucans uj. rai-

ding County in Convention assembled, do most heartily endorRase Senator 0. L. Phillips, of
ton, N. M. as a worthy successor
to the retiring incumbent, who

has so worthily discharged the
duties of this important position.
'

Signed:
T. E. Mitchell,
J. H. Crane,

says

In this weeys paper we are pu
bushing the Complete Amendm
ents to be voted on September
20th. There are eleven oí the am
endments and you should read
each one caretully and tudy them
as a wnoie. rney will appear in
the next three issues of the pap-d- e
er and we hope that everyone
will come out to the election and
vote his ideas regarding the ad
option or rejection of each amen
dment. Some of them are good
and should b eadded to our con
stitution while others will b dt
stitutin which others will be det
rimntal to the welfare of the

The Methooist revival which
is now in full progress at the
Baptist Church is being well attended each night and much good work is being done.
The meetings are in charge of
the local pastor the Rev. J.II.D.
Terral, assisted by the Rev.
Nance, woth gentlemen are sro- od talkers and their sermons are
instructive and highly appreciated by those in attendance. The
meetings will continue for the
present and you should make an
eiiori to attend them, as you
will be beneiitted by doing so.
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Mr. and Mrs. E. M. Bagwell
and family moved to Fern-IPN. M. last Tuesday where Mr.
Bagwell has a contract for boring some wells for the E.P. and
S.W. R.R.

Firmness in the Right
i u tvx7rtT7Augiiir20tht igL- -

The Republican Convention
held in Mossuero last Monday
to name delegates to the State
Convention at Santa Fe. We did
not. get a list' of the delegates
,. .
named.
w-- a

ROY B. B. TEAM
LOSES TO SPRINGER

Remijio Lopez,

'

.

At Roy September15, 16 and 17
The dates have been set for
the Harding County Fair which
will be held at Roy September
lo, lb and 17. Three big days
and every day chucked full of
something: doing every minute
of the day.
The fair will be held at the
Ball park in the west part of
town and arrngements will be
mde to take care of all exhibits,
of every description.
lhe Manager. Mr. McCarerer
and Secretary Mr. Busey are bu
sy every day, nów gettina: out
the premium list and making alll
the necessary arrangements for
the First Harding County Fair
which, sure promises to be a
winner. ' ,
The premiums donated by the

Mrs. Glenn Cooley. wife of the
devil, left for California where
she will visit her mother and
other relatives for a few days.
in the meantime, Glen will play ditierent wholesale houses have
tne bachelors act.
already begun to arrive and it is
W. W. GilstraD went to Glad the intention of those who have
stone last Wednesday to make the fair in charge to have the
arrangements for the building premium lists printed about Sep
of a telephone line to that place tember 1st.
Begin now to save and arran
.
from Roy. The line will have
j
ge ior
premium winning
a switch board at Gladstone and articles your
which you
there will be a number of rural exhibits. We want will use for
the largest
lines over the Gladstone and Kep
list of exhibits ever shown on
hart Country sonnectmg with the mesa.
Will
the main line at Gladstone. This part to make so?you do your
it
is a good move and should recei
Now, everyone to gether for
ve the encouragement of all the
the biggest,
farmers of the north end of the on the Mesa. best Fair ever held
Mesa.
'

NOTICE

TEACHERS
o

The Teachera ' Examination
tor llaraing County as above re
ferred to will be held in the Mo
Grath building in Roy, New Mex
on Friday and Saturday August
26th and 27th, commencing pro
mptly

at 8 o'clock.

Myra 0. DeFrees,
Active Co. Supt. of Schools

7

No. 32.

HARDING COUNTY FAIR

TEN YEAR OLD GIRL
MURDERED
Marie, the ten year old daug-

hter of Mr. and Mrs. Chas.

'

Dug-g- er

who reside on a ranch near
Rosebud, New Mexico, was foul
ly murdered in her home in the
forenoon of Wednesday Aug., 10
th. No clew to the perpetrater of
the crime, has been found to date
evidence developed at
the inquest it appears that Mr.
and Mrs Dugger drove to a neighbors home, leaving two of their
children at home. Johnnie, a boy
of 12 was cultivating in a field
and Marie was left in charge of
the house..Mr. and Mis Dugger
were gone from the house about
two and a half hours udou rethr- ning home they found Marie in
a dying, condition on. the floor.
All eftorts at reviving her were
of no avail. She lived only a few
minutes and died without giving
any information as to the cause
of her injuries. Her body, arms,
head and neck were horribly bru
sed but tha postmortem examination failed, to reveal further bo.:
dily injuries.
The remains were interred at
Hayden;. New Mexico. The heart
broken parents and their many
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friends ara making every effort

l'or

tha

i

;
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Springfield

Fire
J. Cannon left for Raton
C
Rhyne, is a ne wreader the latter part of last week, Ins, Co. was in Roy Friday looking,
n
I
of t
this wherevhe expects to stay for. a 'while,after business matter, and
hewvh$ made trip to the
"week
- - .a :
few days.""
'Mrs.'' Now li'ii Farm, to adjust'
Jack urown and lamily spent
which ocured a few week
the week up at Eagle Nest Dan
ago.

L

Spanish-America-
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enioymg a tew days vacation
E. J. H. Roy. Js in Mosquero
and taking a much needed rest, this week assisting with the
Mr., and Mrs. Harry W'elch' are
of the Assessors
proud parents of a 11 pound
the
LIBERTY
for District No. 33.
baby boy, born to them thurse- day evening. Harry is all smiThe farmers are very busy ha
Murphy,
Oscar
les,
was
town
who would'n be. the babv
in
rvestmg their4 millet crops ;Spri
Saturday
and
trading
with
best
mother are doing nicely.
the
ng crops never looked better tha
bunch of advertisers in the Stan at this time, and if the hail doThe Mosquero Abstract and'
te.
es not visit the mesa again, we
Company, with their office-aTitle
will have a bountiful harvest.
Mosquero, N.M. the County
Margarett Bursick is visitimr Seat,
Mrs. George Lucas and son re
are now ready to receive;
turned home Sunday from Raton friends in Dawson, Raton and orders from you
for abstracts
vhere the latter had a cinder re Denver this week.
they
to
wish
assure
the public
moved from his rivht eye; thej
will be no delay in
there
that
C.
Farleyand
family
W.
visited friends in the Gate city
arri getting out your work, it wü
while the specialist looked after ved fom brazos Texas Oil field?
done at Mosquero.
the first of last week, and wii?
the little fellow's eye.
Messrs Tracy Mitchell, Harry visit at the Charley Farley home
FOR SALE
1
good
Stuart. Joe Buchanan,Misses Fr- tor a few weeks and will than as new, inquire at Fordson,
this
office
move
to his ranch and become
eda Mitchell and Irene Nowlin
were the Sunday guests of the one of our bonafide farmers. Mr
NOTICE REGISTRATION!
Misses Coldiron of Pleasant Farley has purchased the Don
The Registration Books for
Nugen farm east of town and Roy
View.
Precinct will be opened Aug
Geo. Lucas diaposod of fiv has also filed on a 640 acre ho
and will remain open until
im
head of horses the past week mestead southwest of town.
September 10th. at the office of
Lonnie WToodard purchased a te
F.H.Foster. All persons both ladam of mares: Ed Sandoval a te
Hon. Eufracio Galseeros. Das- - ies and gentlemen
should regisHarry
am of horses and
Stuaii sed thru Roy Wednesday enrou- ter who are 21 years
or over of
a nice work horse.
te to Santa Fe to attend the age.
Henry Mitchell who has been State Republican Convention.
F.A.Roy
ill for several weeks is convalesF.H.Foster
cing nicely.
LOST Gentlemen's cane hie- Pablo
Branch
Hal Warner of Sabino District kery,' somewhere between Plea
Board of Registration
was a pleasant caller at the
sant View and Roy, Finder no
home Monday. Mr. Warner tify, J.W. Robertson, Rout 1.
Are you getting ready for tha
purchased a bean harvester of Uty.
tf. Fair, if not you should be.
the latter.
csh-edul-

es

t

be-al- l

!
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Or-ri-
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Saw and Tool Prices are Down

aciom-oanie-

I
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WE CAN DO IT!

s
Í
i

WE HAVE INSTALLED
A BATTERY
CHARGINQ EQUIPMENT

'

f

:

at

WE CAN DO IT
TROUBLE, BRING IT TO US
IF YOUR BATTERY NEEDS RECHARGING

WE CAN REPAIR IT

S-- A

ALL WORK GUARANTEED

,

.

;

ROY TRADING COMPANY

-

F. S. Brown Motor

Company

n

HARDING COUNTY FAIR ROY, N.M. SEPT. 15 16 17.
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to apprehend the criminal , and
if caught every effort will be ma
de to see that merited punishment is inflicted. Public spirit ü
running high.
The security of person and hoBALL GAME SUNDAY
me, is seariously menaced by suThe fast Roy Team will play ch dastardly crimes and. all godd
the first Dawson team next Sun- citizens are called upon to
in an: effort, to see that spday afternoon on the Roy Diamond. This promises to be a eedy and merited punishment is
good game and you should make meeted out to criminals in hope
an effort to come out and see it. that, mck dastardly crimes will
The game will be called at prom- be less frequent.
11
ptly 2.30 Admission 50c
Mr. A. H. Collins, representi-tav- e
C.

T. E. Mitchell was in Roy Wednesday enroute to the Republican State Convention at Santa
.Secretary.
s
Fe.
and father
Fulbright
Walter
The Roy Base Ball Team mo- M. L. Fulbright, also Neb
Mf. and Mrs. Albino Vigil of
Hiser
WagonMound spent several days tored to Springer last Sunday and Robt Gregory of Lookeba,
in Roy this week visiting rela- where they crossed bats .with Oklahoma and Binger, Okla, ar
tives heré. Mrs. Vigil was for- the strong Springer Team, whi- rived in Roy last Friday. Walch resulted in their defeat.
merly Miss Georgia Esquibel.
ter is very poorly and he would
Owing to the muddy roads,, it
be glad to have his friends in
n
and
Roy
was almost impossible for them Roy call and see him.
Ray Busey from
Beatty of Mosquero, atten- to get there, but as the game
ded the State Democratic Con- was already matched, the boys
Clint
returned Sunday
tention at Albuquerque last Th- decided to make the trip, and af- from hisHester
weeks
vacation which
ter getting there, ther was no
ursday.
spent
Clint
Rosa.
Santa
at
he
grit of, pep left in them, but they
good
reports
a
and
fine
a
jrest
prireasonabe.
Service,
made
could
efforts
they
Quick
the best
Mr. and Mrs. D.P.Moore were
'.'
time.
J
ces, Steam Vulcanizing; all work in playing a game, it lasted abbusiness visitors at Roy last
guaranteed; at. the. SERVICE out f ;innings when the rain stSaturday.-- .
Sol
President
of
opped
Floersheim,
a
score
with
final
them
GARAGE.
of lg to 3 in favor of Springer, the Floersheim Merc. Co. is in ' The Misses Blanche and
Roy this week looking after bu
Christy of Miamisburg,
siness interests.
Ohio, who have been visiting at
the Abernathy home for several
D. H. DuBose and wife
d weeks returned home
Wednesby three friends were in day. Th ladies were cousins of
Roy Saturday and Sunday visi- Mr. Abernathy.
wan-tedyou
ting at the' H. A. Gray. home.
have
tool
buy
J" COME in and
the saw or
DuBose is a iousin of Mrs.
Mr.
pay.
to
Mrs. John Abernathy, mother
waiting
been
you
have
price
the
Gray and the Grays enjoyed the of G. R. Abernathy and Mrs.
short visit very much.
0. A. White who have been viThe reductions have been madeend they certaisiting at the Abernathy. home
Saws
Disston
notice.
famous
The
worthy
of
nly are
Gus" Burnett of Kephart, cal- for several weeks, returned ho"the saw most carpenters use" and every tool in the
led on the S.A. Monday and gave me Wednesday. They reside at
Disston line can now be bought at a rock bottom price.
us three new subs, and promised Bonnaparte and Farraington, la.
us four more next week. Gus
Good tools are cheapest. This truth is more stri-- .
says
Quite a number of Democrats
is a good paper and
the
king than ever at the present time.
wants his friends in the east to attended the Democratic Conven
near of New Mexico. Who will Üon at Mosquero last Monday.
Come in and look over our stock, and see for your- -'
be next to follow Mr. Burnett's Ten delegates were named to
v
self the low cost of good saws and tools.
example.
attend the State Convention at
iUbuqy erque to name- - a U. S.
R. J. Helms of Logan, and a Senator.
FOR
SALE
BY
if
delegate to the County ConvenThnry Stone was in Roy the
tion from precinct No. 14 was in
Roy the first of the week look-i- irst of this week, he has fully
r over the best town in the rceovered from the injury he re
'A Profitable Place'to Trade'
whole of Harding County.
ceived white riding horse back.

Attest:

-

All, and with

METHODISE REVIVAL
NOW IN PROGRESS.

wild Stte,
con
ana
Win. Basheads and family,
y
hor Floyd Ivey and family, Mr. and
not professional
ses. The steers to be used ior Mrs. Fitzgerald and VV, W. Gil
Bulldogging and riding are Old strap came home Sunday from
Mexico cattle and run in age their fishing trip; All report a
good time altho the rodas were
from five years up.
"The yearlings to be used tor a fright on their return trip.
roping are tfiarn Angus came
TELEPHONE MEETING
and very wild. "We will have
a Wild Cow Milking, an event There will be a telephone me
never before seen in the South eting at Gladstone next Monday
west.
August 22nd, for the purpose of
We are offering very lar discuccing matters pertaining to
ge purses on Relay and Horse the building of a telephone line
Races and expect to have some trom Koy to Gladstone, livery
exceptionally fast and well trai one interested in a telephone line
ned horses for these events, will t oGladstone should be present
abo have a Rope Horse Race at this meeting.
the last day, only horses that
have been roped on during this
Mr. and Mrs. R. A. Pendleton,
contest will be allowed to enter.
from an extended visi
returned
"There will be other interes in the mountains, they report o:
ting events at the Fair Grounds having a very good time, infacl
not yet announced, and dancing both show
that a little outing
with "Jazz" aplenty every night, once in a while
does not hurt
also other amusements in the
anyone.
evenings to please both young
and old, as well as those who do
J. Floersheim, one of the
not dance."
The price of admission has strongest supporters called at
been reduced to $1.00, with no the office the other day and
extra charge for grand stand gave us two yearly renewals,
one for himself and one for Mrs.
and automobile.
bepaid Oppenheimer of San Francisco.
Big cash prizes will
winnevent
and
those'
for each
W. S. Hockenberry and family
ing in the finals will draw extra
money. The entrance fee will of Helena, Okla, are visiting in
be reasonable to contestants. If the Gladstone neighborhood and
interested along this line, write looking over their fine ranch
Dan Trigg, Manager, rucumca-ri- , now occupied by Rev. Gambrel
and wife.
New Mexico.
For prizes that they offei
Harry L. Patten, formerly at
this year will be found on anotorney general of New Mexico,
ther page of this issue.
was in Roy on business the first
Nicholas Vigil of Rosebud was of the week. Mr. Patten's home
a business visitor in Roy Tues- is at Clovis. N. M.
day. We understand that Mr.
Mr. Brown of the Brown-ThVigil is a candidate for the office of Register of the U.S. Land mpso construction Co. was m
Roy on business Monday.
Office.
"'

Leandro Archuleta
Ben F. Brown,
Chairman of the Convention.

'-
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THE AMENDMENTS
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Tucumcan's
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"With Malice toward None, with Charity

RESOLUTIONS ADOFTED
BY THE HARDING COUN- -'
TY REPUBLICANS.

I

;

I

THE ftPANISM.AMERICAN

ifiílB.Wíxvis;

IRISH REFUSE

Cords"

"Olympian Fabrics"
Write
or price Hit.
ItlOHT A. HOSKOItn. l,l,a Aromn St.

QUALITY

AND

HOME
.

8KBVICK.

Of THfc

ALWAYS TNC (EST III
Write
Iw Complete

U

VSCO

"

V.

w

TM.

CARS.

UnuturKtory

M0K riNISHINS. .. Tat
Dennr rkete Nattriali Ceejnm.

KODAK I M H A Y,
mxieemn street. Denver. Colorado
'

i I're-W- nr

:"SX

.iySfoi

Mid.
CO.,

M

l'rlee

eemple.
THE SPRAY COFFEE 4

2lit

port

SPICf
tod litrlul gu.. Ileum. Cola.

We lead In

other linea. Charles Hair

isth

on Coffee

11.00 for

MAIK KI, WAV IIVÜ

"nop, eiu
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St.. Denver, Colo.
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Beauty

"That's what's got my goat," Costean admitted gfimly. "He said he'd
be back In an hour, but he ain't
showed up since, ner sent any word.
I don't want to shove my nose into
your affairs, but I'm gettin' a little
nervous 'bout George, that's a fact."
Somehow the fellow gave me the
Impression of being square honest
according to his lights and Intensely

loyal to his., friends.
Of course, I
could not Inform him as to the whole
story, but it might be of benefit to
CRAVTV PAIIMHI.
Hair Goods by
man. Minicent Hart Co.. 7Z1 15th SL give him some Inkling of the situation.
N
JRWKI.UV CO
"There's no harm, so far as I cari
watches, silverware. Out town
orders careful attention Est. 1872.
see, In telling you a part of the plan
THR JVFW YORK PLEATING CO, Mr. Costlgan," I replied slowly, enFar knt pleilinf. htmlltcbinl. cowred button! and but
deavoring to guard my words; carefultoa enlet. Wrlu for ealiloi.
1923 Stout. Deneer. Colo.
ly. "I know Harris has every confiMY YOU
AT
GROCERIES
WHOLESALE PRICES.
dence In you, so- I'll take a chance.
Stortarwou' Wheletale leatly Co., 1523 NlneteenU 8t
pot
We're both on to a million-dolla- r
easy money, It looks like "
Four Drowned in Ontario.
"The h ! that's some boodle !" exOttawa, Ont. In an unsuccessful
citedly
leaning forward.
attempt to save his
daugh
' "It
don't come every day. I'll not
ter, Ijuiru, Thomas Toohey, age 53,
and three other memhers of his fam explain details, or how the two of us
ily were drowned in Otter hike. Laura, run together on the trail, and agreed
the youngest, waded beyond her depth to split the pot. That's our business,
wliile bathing a few feet from shore. you'll admit."
"Sure; what was It? A bank Job?"
Kathleen and Dorothy, trying to reach
"Better than that South American
Laura, soon got beyond their depth
and sank. Mr. Toohey and his son, revolution fund; coin sent over here
Benin rd, who were nearby, Jumped in from London to pay for arms, and
to the wnter and swain to where the maybe a murder or so. It Is all In one
girls had disappeared. They succeeded bundle, and what we need to do Is get
in bringing them to the surface, but our hands on It. We know where the
were unable to conduct them safely stuff Is, but we're still scouting around
to the shallow waters. They all sank for a chance to grab It; It's locked up
yet."
together.
"I see. Ain't been handed over to
the gink who's got to pay It out.
18,000 000 Facing Starvation.
Thnt's what George Is
out
JxHidon. Eighteen millions of Rusnow, I suppose?"
sians arefacing death In the famine
"No doubt that Is what he started
district, according to the latest esti
mates from Riga. The starvation zone after this morning shadowing the
fellows to whom It was to be paid.
Is 800 miles long, stretching along the
What gets me Is, why lie doesn't remiddle and lower Volga valley. The
turn the guy Is dead."
Poles have discussed closing the fron"Judas Priest! How do you know
tier but the fact that 1,500,000 Poles
that? What's happened?"
held prisoner in Russia are being
"Why, It's In all the papers; he was
mnkes the closing difficult even
murdered last night over In Jersey
if politically advisable.
City stabbed through the hack in an
automobile.. You saw it, didn't you?"
Business Conditions Improving.
"H
that guy? He was a Chilean
Washington.
More active buying captain, or something. Yer
don't think
by retail dealers in some sections of that maybe George bumped him off,
the country during July Indicates a do yer?"
slight Improvement In the business sit
"No; I know he didn't; Harris was
uation, according to Archer Wall with me all' last evening,"
Douglas, chairman of the committee
"And you haven't any notion who
on statistics and standards of the did?"
Chamber of Commerce of the United
I shook my head negatively.
Costl- States, In a monthly review of busi- gnn sat for some moments, his chin
ness conditions.
cupped In his huge fist, his pipe ex
tinguished and his forehead creased
Reduction in Crop Yield.
In thought.
Then he looked up sud
Washington. Practically every Im denly, a strange light In his eyes.
portant farm crop showed a loss In
"Say, Duly " he asked in a hoarse
prospective production as a result of whisper, "do you know If there was a
adverse conditions during July. The Russian Jew mixed up In this affair
Department of Agriculture's report anywhere?"
forecasts 52,000,000 bushels less wheat
than estimated a month ago, 91,000,
CHAPTER VIII.
000 bushels less corn, 192,000,000 bush-el- s
less oats and 61,000,000 bushels less A Friend at the McAlpin The Dag
potatoes.
ger Hatpin.
His unexpected question startled
Olympic Makes Fast Trip.
me. In a way It was an odd echo of
the vague suspicion which had been
New York. The liner Olympic com
pleted her fastest transatlantice voy pursuing me ever since the early aft
ernoon. Somewhere there was a mysage, having made the trip from South
ampton antl Cherbourg in five days, 18 terious hand operating but whose
hours and 18 minutes. Sir Bertram hand?
"A Russian Jew?" I questioned.
Hayes, her commander, said the big
boat would have done better had she "Why should you ask that?"
not been delayed longer than usual at
"Well, I'll tell you. Maybe It don't
amount to nothin' an' then again It
the French port.
might give us the right steer. A felDr. Harding Marries Nurse.
low they call 'Sly Levy' he's a cheap
Monroe, Mich.' Dr. George T. Hard
thief, a dip mostly blew in yere last
ing, father of President Warren O. night with a note for Harris. He left
Harding, came to Monroe, married Miss it with one o' the night barkeeps, an'
Alice Severns, for ninny years nurse seemed ter be In a h
of a hurry ter
In his office at Marlon, Ohio, and left have It delivered. The d d thing was
the city before more than a score of sealed, but not stamped, an' there
Monroe citizens had guessed his Iden- wa'n't no address on It either. So I
tity. Dr. Harding Is 70 years old, didn't think It was no penitentiary
while his bride is 52.
sentence to pry it open, usln' a bit of
steam to loosen up the flap. But 1
Racing to Port Prohibited.
ddln't find much, only two lines spelled
Washington.
Midnight racing of
out In print letters. 'Where you met
igrant-laden
steamers Into American K, eight tomorrow.
Don't fail; Im
harbors to land the monthly quotas In portant. I. W.' That was every d n
the first minutes of the first day of word. Do you make anything of
the new month, may be done away with that?"
If ship line officers and Imlgration of"Yes, I do," I said heartily. "It's part
ficials can get together and formulate of this job. I'll explain after a bit.
a new agreement. The difficulty Is What did you do then?"
said to be with the smaller lines.
"Sealed It up, an' give It back to
Joe. I didn't see no harm In It. Do
Learn to Soar, $120.
you happen to know who this 'I. W.'
Croydon, England. Forty dollars stands for?"
an hour is the cost of learning to fly
I can make a mighty good guess,
at an airplane school Just opened here. Costlgan a Russian Jew, ail right;
If you're quick, you can learn to op- Ivan Waldron."
erate a "ship" In three hours. Then,
The scowl on his face remained
If you have more coin, you can take fixed ; evidently the name was un- p
course, Including
known.
and other stunts.
"Don't know the fellow? Likely
enough not ; he doesn't operate In
your line, but he Is a crook just the
Child Saved After Seven Hour.
d
Eureka, Calif.
Betty same. I never saw him myself, but
Jean Sanders of Garfield, Wash., have heard aboiit him for a long while
never anything good. He's an agita
girded with a big life belt, was tossed tor, an anarchist, a revolutionary oraabout on tlie
sea for seven tor,; one of those bugs who fight sohours after the sinking of the Alaska ciety and government, and hate everyliefore she was picked up by rescuers. body but themselves, a
The child wag In charge, of her grand- nuisance "
Costlgan's mouth was open.
mother. The woman placed the life
licit about the little one and took her
"Say," he Interrupted, "what's that
with her in one of the lifeboats. The kind of guy got to do with George
toat upset In launching, and the child Harris?"
was thrown lato the sea.
"He's got this to do with him he's
ont after the coin. Re saw some easy
i

rK i'

money, and naturally reached out for
He was the first one to get onto
ims particular game. They were
using him, this Chilean gang, to puU
their chestnuts out of the Are, and
that 8 how hé tumbled to this bunch
of money floating about, begging some
body to pick it up. He had wormed
himself inside, and knew it was coming. But he didn't have nerve enough
to tackle the game alone. He wanted
somebody else to run all the risk, and
then turn over his share. Do you get
It now?"
"Sure; he blew the thing to Har

Continued.
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"In a way yes. He sent for hlra
to come back from England, but with
out explaining Just what his gralt
was. On the way over Harris picked
up another end of the same net, and
went after it himself. He wasn't un
der any obligation to Waldron, and
preferred to play his hand alone."
"And the Russian has found that
out, and. now he butts In."
"That's the way I'd read the cards,
Costlgan.'1
He sat silent a long while, and I lit
a cigar and watched him, his great
hands closing and unclosing, as he
slowly reviewed the situation.
"Say, this guy what was bumped
off did, whoever did It, get anything?"
"His pockets were rifled, the papers
say all but a little change."
"Are you sure this fellow Alva didn't
have that bunch of money along with
him?"
"No! I'm not sure, of course, but
Harris had been shadowing him for
a month. Still, come to think, Alva
was with Krantz the same night. He
might have touched him."
"With who?"
"Krantz Adolph Krantz the bank
er. Kulb, Krantz and Company, over
In Wall street," I explained.
"Is he the same guy that 'K' stands
for in the letter?"
"No doubt. He and Harris had' an
Interview at 247 Le Compte street."
"Le Compte, heyl I wonder who
lives there?"
"Well, I can tell you It's Ivan Waldron."
His fist came crashing down onto
the arm of his chair.
! That's all clear enough
"H
then.
He and George are up to some deal
1

I

Stood Motionless, Looking at Her

In-

tently.
together.
Say, 1 believe this Russian
guy Is the buck who got Alva."
"Do you think so? Well, I am not
so sure of that. But, anyway, what
shall we do?"
"Wait until George comes back.
There ain't any cause for us to butt
In yet. Tills Is his game, as I see It.
If it was you, Mr. Daly," he added
grimly, "you wouldn't thank nobody
to shove In uninvited would yer
now?"
I was unconvinced by his argument,
yet knew of no way of answering It.
He must have read my predicament
in the expression of my face.
"It'll come out all right, Daly," he
volunteered.
"I know George, an' he
ain't the kind to be outwitted by no
Russian Jew. Let s have a drink an'
we'll call it off for tonight. You leave
me your telephone number an' If any
thing 'happens I'll let you know."
I took a taxi back to the hotel, feel
ing restless and dissatisfied, yet unable to decide on any definite action.
As I asked for my keyi the clerk
handed It 'over, together with a card
in the box, which I read In bewilderment. "Mr. Philip Severn,
Call
Hotel McAlpin." Could this be Harris, endeavoring to reach me privately
with some messnge? Or was It merely an acquaintance who had learned
of my presence In the city? I found
the McAlpin exchange number In the
telephone book and gained connection,
my pulsus throbbing with excitement.
A woman's voice answered.
"The McAlpin."
"This Is Philip Severn. You left a
call here at the hotel for me."
"Oh, yes, Mr. Severn. I'm requested
to ask you to come at once to the

TELLS ANOTHER
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parlor of the McAlpin, on the mezzanine floor a friend wishes to see you.'
"But really, I do not recognize your
voice."
"Which Is not altogether strange, as
I am only the clerk on this floor. I am
making this request in behalf of a
guest."
"A man or a woman, may I ask?'
She laughed
"Really, I am not at liberty to say,
You will come?"
"Yes, of course"
Before I had really finished my sen
tence the connection had been severed,
However, there was no doubt now in
my mind but that It was Harris.
took the subway and was at the en
trance within twenty minutes, eager
to learn what had actually transpired
during the past twelve hours. With
out using the elevator I passed up the
marble stairs to the mezzanine floor,
pausing in uncertainty at the top to
look about In search of some familiar
face, A number of people were con
gregated about the railed opening look
ing down into the lobby, while others
were scattered around on convenient
divans, or at small writing desks.
From the recesses of the ladies' room
at the left came the strains of piano
music, and the sound of a soprano
voice singing. The song ceased to a
clapping of hands. The faces I was
able to distinguish were all strange
and I moved forward In search.
I had attained, the opposite side of
the room before I came to a halt, sud
denly arrested by a vision as startling
as unexpected. Leaning over the rail,
gazing intently down on the Jostling
crowd to the lobby below, apparently
unconscious of all else, was Marie
Ossler There could be no doubt; I
stood motionless, looking at her in
tently, satisfying myself that I could
not be deceived. No. It was certainly
the same girl I had talked with the
evening before, dressed more elaborate
ly, changed somewhat In appearance
by a more careful tojlet, yet assuredly
the same. She must have felt the
intensity of my stare and thus sensed
my presence, for she suddenly looked
about with a little start, saw me In
stantly and arose to her feet. There
was a second of hesitation, barely per
ceptible, before she ventured a step
forward, her lips smiling, her gloved
hand held out.
You were very nice to come," she
exclaimed quietly. "Especially In re
sponse to so ungracious a message of
Invitation."
"It was you then who sent for me?"
"Of course. Did you Imagine some
one else?"
"I came rather blindly," I admitted,
unwilling to mention Harris. "Your
messenger refused to satisfy my curiosity even to the extent of telling the
sex of the one calling."
She laughed, quite at her ease now,
and seemingly amused.
"She was duly warned. I confess
I feared you might hesitate to respond
If you once knew what awaited you."
"No fear of that."
"But I didn't know," her voice more
earnest, her eyes on my face ques- ti&ningly. "You have not thought very
well of me, have you?. Let us go over
there In the corner, where we can talk
without being overheard there are
two vacant chairs."
We reached there and seated our
selves in silence. I felt the necessity
of restraint, the desire to permit her
to lead the conversation in whatever
direction she thought best. She ap
peared younger In the bright light,
her face even more attractive than In
my memory.
"You are thoroughly puzzled, are
you not?" she asked gayly. "Well,
so was I, last night. It is only right
I should pay you back In your own
coin ; that Is perfectly fair, I am sure.
Now I know who you are, but I am
still an enigma. You accepted me on
Wind faith before; I wonder If you
are willing to do' it again?"
"I can hnrdly refuse."
"Answered like a gentleman.
But
suppose I tell you nothing and yet
ask of you a dangerous service!
Would you risk your life for me, not
even asking who I qm or why I make
the request?"
There was a grave earnestness to
the voice, an entreaty In the eyes not
to be Ignored. This was no Idle question to be thrust aside with a smile.
"I believe I can make the pledg-eto you," I replied soberly. "It Is very
unusual, but "
"But you are Philip Severn," shf
interrupted, with an expressive ges
ture. "Had you not been I would
have never asked,"
It Is very nice of you to put It In
that way, I am sure, but how do you
chance to know that I am Philip

Points the Way to Comfort
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Moundsville, W. Va. "I had taken
doctor's medicine for nearly two years
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ALL NEGOTIATIONS ON 8UBJECT
REVEALED NEW DEMAND
FOR INDEPENDENCE.

(Western

Tuesday but that altogether Ireland
stunds at present at the most critical
point of her history.
Great Britain offered Ireland com
plete autonomy In finance and taxation, military forces for home defense,
her own police, and, among other
things, control of the Irish postal
service.
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Comrxmnd and hnn,
much good it had
aone ner daughter,
so i took it and now

I am regular every
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pain at ail. I recommend your medicine to everyone and you may publish
my testimonial, hoping that the Vegetable Compound does some other girl
the good it has done me. "Mrs. George

Tegarden.

915

Third Street,

Mounda-vill- e,

W. Va.
How many young girls suffer as Mrs.
Tegarden did and do not know where to
turn for advice or help. They often are
obliged to earn their living by toiling
day in and day out no matter how hard
the pain they have to bear. Every girl
who suffers in this way should try Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and
if she does not get prompt relief write
to the Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co.,
Lynn, Massachusetts, about her health.
Such letters are held in strict confi-den-
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Matter of Tactics No Problem
at All in the Mind of That
Sergeant.

The squad was working out some
tactical problems in the field. The
scene was laid at Quantlco on a particularly hot July afternoon.
Lieutenant (to sergeant) It is presumed the enemy is advancing in the
general direction of that hill. It is
also presumed that your machine gun
squad has been detailed to delay the
enemy's advance as much as possible.
Proceed to take the necessay action.
Sergeant (wiping his brow) It Is
presumed that we have advanced to
the sheltered side of that hill; got
our machine gun Into action; wiped
out the enemy and returned to our
original position. Will that be all for
this afternoon, sir? The Leatherneck.

Cutlcura for Sore Hands.
Soak hands on retiring in the hot suds
of Cutlcura Soap, dry and rub in CuRemove surplus
tlcura Ointment
Ointment with tissue paper. This is
only one of the things Cutlcura will do
if Soap, Ointment and Talcum an used
for all toilet purposes. Advertisement
Not Acquainted

With Shylock.

It was a debt case and attorney for
the defendant made an impassioned
plea for his client
"Like Shylock of the 'Merchant of
Venice,' this gnsplng creditor demands his pound of flesh," he shouted.
Attorney for the plaintiff rose at
once.
"Who was this merchant of Ennis?"
"A little Ennis county
he demanded.
merchant should not be regarded as
an authority In deciding a lawsuit."
"Case dismissed," gasped Judge Bar-neTexas Newspaper Clipping.
tt

Flier Rescued From Lake,
Fairmont, Minn. Ray Shiffelt. an
aviator of Pomeroy, Iowa, had a nar
row escape here when his airplane
sunk in twenty-fiv- e
feet of water in
Sliver lake. He suffered cuts and
bruises, but was not seriously hurt.
He was performing stunts for a crowd
of several thousand persons. As his
plane skimmed the lake it suddenly
turned over and sonk. Shiffelt managed to work loose from the plane
and reached the surface. A launch
was sent to his rescue.

There are days when even the philosopher is unable to derive any real
comfort from his philosophy.

ItJCKY

Germany to Pay for Armies,
Paris. The American and British
armies of occupation, according to a
reconimendatlan by the allied financial
committee, should

bearing-dow- n

pama. A lady told
me of Lydia E.
's

Nrwpiper Dnloo Newi Service. I

London. Eammon de Valera, lead
er of the Irish republicans, has refused to accept the proposals of the
British government, constituting do
minion government
and having as
their basis the bringing about of
peace In Ireland. He declares that
the conditions sought to be imposed
constitute interference in Irish affairs
and control which cannot be permit
ted. On the other baud, Mr. Lloyd
George has informed Mr. De Valera
that there can be no compromise on
the question of the right of Ireland
to secede from her allegiance to the
king. The premier tells Mr. De Va
lera that the conditions of the pro
posed settlement contain no desire on
the part of Great Britain for British
ascendancy over Ireland or the Impairment of Ireland's national Ideals.
"Our proposals present to the Irish
oeople," says the premier, "an opporunity such as never has dawned iu
heir history before. We have made
them In a sincere desire to achieve
peace, but beyoud thein we cannot
go."
Mr. Lloyd George leaves open the
door for possible further negotiations
with Mr. De Valera by saying that
the government will discuss the ap
plication of the principles of Its offer
whenever acceptance of the principles
is communicated to him.
The official records in the Irish
peace negotiations were made public
unexpectedly.
They show seemingly
a deadlock, based on a vital difference
between De Valera and the premier
De Valera's renewed Insistence on
and that Ulster shall be regarded merely as a minority faction
of an Irish nation.
The disclosures constitute the keen
est polotical sensation since the close
of the war. The politicians of both
England and Ireland tonight were discussing the question whether the door
had been closed on further negotiations.
They seemed to find in the conciliatory tons of the correspandence, how
ever, ground for hope that some bridge
might yet be built across the chasm
of difference over the question of in
dependence.
It was the consensus of opinion that
all depends on the temper of the Datl
Elreann when it meets In Dublin on

iDecause my periods
were irregular, cams
every two weeks,
ana i wouia Buffer

cigaj-ett-e

paid by Germany
upkeep of French
soldiers on the Rhine, plus 2 gold
marks dally per man. It Is proposed
that this new rate of reimbursement
date from May 1. Reimbursement has
been decided on by the committee at
a fixed policy, and the league of nations Is proposed as the proper authority to appoint arbitrators in future
he.

at the rate of the

disputes.

Potato Flour Kills Four,
Laredo, Texas. Mrs. Fidelia Gar.
cía and three children are denri hpr
after eating bread made from
flour. Another child, n boy of 7, la
reporten to be dying. Other members
of the family who ate the hrenri
covering. Investigation by police has
reven leu that the haker who made the
bread used a samnle of notnrn míe
given him by an agent for a test. Sam- pies or the hread, together with a
quantity of the flour, have hopn
to San Antonio for chemical analvsis.
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Stop
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Suppose I insist that also Is mj
Xew
York.
Statistics
ih,
from
you
he
could not be
secret? Yet surely
lieve I would be here with you, unless rnials show that drug addiction has
I knew? You must have faith in me, trebled since prohibition went into efbtemiiif "Story of Cork keen" tree on nqwet
fect, according to a report made pubin spite of all."
ADVANCE AUTOMOBILE ACCESSORIES CORP.
by
lic
the
department
"Undoubtedly I do. I hardly hold
of .public wel1723 Priri Athw Chioto.
It a reasonable faith, however. More, fare. "In 1918 hospitals treated 116
a certain amount of curiosity should cases of drug addiction." ho
be gratified, especially when, a young laid. . "In 1919 this number Increased
lady asks unquestioning devotion to iu oou, ami jn iyM, 493 drug addicts
an' unknown cause. You admit that?" were admitted." Prohibition has not
7
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had ever Insisted upon so short an engagement period. Here was his wedding coming off in less than two
weeks! He could not believe it; it
could not be possible. He did not like
being hurried like this; he wanted
time to think. Think about what?
Then and there he determined to
fight the thing but. Why be a coward
and lie to himself? Why procrastinate? He was wildly In love with little
Vashtl and, what was more, he was
ready to admit it to the world, if
necessary. Deborah was so sensible
he thanked God for that he could
talk the thing over ,with her. Tonight
was a dinner dance ; he could talk; to
her then. He could not bear to meet
So he
her add act the hypocrife.
wrote her a letter releasing her from
her engagement to marry him and sent
it over to the Heath home by a special messenger. Then, feeling wonderhe
fully relieved and
hurried out to the garden and robbed
all the June bushes of their floral offerings and took them next door.
Vashtl, In old blue and gold, her
Hps unpainted and her cheeks aglow,
met him In the big Ingram library.
"I'm so glad you've come," motioning
a place for Tllm on the davenport;
"I've had a wonderful yet difficult afternoon.
I've been fighting with myself! Struggling with my mean little

s
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TUP ELECTRIC BELT
electric belt ta a substitute
the mustard plaster and cnn
be removed without taking any of the
patient with It.
From the earliest clays of this republic the mustard plaster has been
relied upon to extract shooting pains
from the Interior of man's anatomy.
It was always applied by some faithful wife who mixed the plaster with
her cwd hands, In order that there
might
plenty of mustard therein,
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suffering husband had
do was allow the plaster to sit
down on Ills stomach and draw the
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One End Is Attached to an Electric
Meter.
pain to the surface. It Is an uncanny
sensation to have a stout mustard
plaster with long teeth grasp hold of
a vital organ and maul It Into a state
of helpless submission, and many a
patient has preferred to die witli his
cuticle Intact rather than pass through
such all ordeal.
The electric belt, however, has forever done away with the mustard
plaster and Its murderous Instincts.
It is no more trouble to wear an elec- -
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What They Mean
DID YOU DREAM. OF ACTORS?

in our excursions Into
SOMKTIMKS we find
ourselves in
the company of actors or actresses, or

fioth : not seeing them play but conversing with them. This the mystics
regard as a very favorable omen; one
whtch foretells success In whatever
enterprise you have set your heart on.
Put if you dream that you, yourself,
lire an actor, or actress, much hard
work .'and many obstacles are before
you all of which obstacles, however,
you, will 'overcome, bj persistent effort.
Women are advised not to dream that
they are to tnarry an actor for If they
lo their pet ambition will not be realJ
;'
ized.
As to how a man should treat an
actress whom he meets In the realm
of dreams the mystics are not agreed.
Some say that If "you drenmthat you
make love to an actress all your fube Joyful; while othe;s
ture
declare that for a single man to dream
this signifies that he Is going to have
a "lover's quarrel" with his sweetheart, and for a married man that he
life-wil- l
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HOME SUPPLIES FROM FARM

light-hearte-

SCHOOL DAYS

.

POINTS

By LILY WANDELL"
We deck the grave of him who came
Measured In Money Value Dairy Prod- back again to sleep;
ucts Constitute Most Important
But what of hlra unknown to fame for
Group of Foods.
11120. by McClura Newspaper Syndicate.)
whom the lonely weep?
The usual series of parties for an
Vea, what of him in unknown grave
Dairy products constitute the most
engaged couple began, Cam generally
unmarked by stone or tomb ;
Important group of foods measured in
no
wave,
la the background watching Deborah
Shall over him no standard
money value, consumed by the average
out of the corner of his eye. How she
springtime roses bloom?
farm family. Milk cows are kept on
basked In the continual sunshine of
practically all farms. The average
dies
who
admiration! It thrilled hlra to think
AVeep not, dear heart, for him
farm family uses annually about .2,600
that he had won her. She was nevv In
beneath the Georgia pine;
quarts of milk in the form of milk, butHe deeps beneath more tender skies town and Immensely popular, and he
ter, cheese or cream.
had always been too engrossed In folthan are these skies of thine.
In dairy regions where milk is shipAnd blossoms tremble o'er his head as lowing his vocation of a professor to
ped or sold to creameries or cheese
But
bother about social affairs.
gentle and as fair
The flowers above the unknown dead Deborah, with her brilliance of a
woman In full bloom, bad shaken him
bis God has planted there.
out of his retirement.
A very young girl, too short for
And when the breeze, the Southern
breeze, the pine above mm Cam's taste, had seated herself on the
swings
other end of the sofa. Cam glanced
melat her and decided fie did not like her.
Of his beloved Northern trees a
ody It sings-Y- ea,
She was too small, her hair too
like the roar of waves that sweep straight and black, her skin too dark
upon an unseen, shore,
and her eyes, slanting like an OrienHe hears the sighing, In his sieep tal's, black and large, and her lips
of cedars by his dooi.
being small and painted very red. She
(Copyright.)
(Copyright.)
smiled faintly, almost timidly.
'iVashtl !' he interrupted, taking one
"I'm your neighbor," she ventured. warm little brown hand within his It Paye to Treat the Cow and Her
Offspring Well.
He did not like her voice either. It own, "I've been doing the same and
Deand throaty.
was
everything Is all right, darling"
factories, practically all the butter and
borah's was clear aud distinct.
She nodded, smiling. "I'm so glad, cheese used Is bought Instead of made
smiling
the
at
"Neighbors?"
then
...,..,.
,
...
for myself I mean. You see, I Just ou tlje farm, says the United States
Wwiu.iuylip jpW wijii Atvi. ...
lettee. "Oh, I see."
stop thinking of Bobsle one department of agriculture. Very few
meant.
Iam couldn't
"That was not what I
j (josTi,
minute, and I'm afraid making hlra farmers buy whole milk. About four-fiftvisiting Mrs. Ingram, who lives next Jealous did not work at all. So I just
,
good w
j
j
J
'of the dairy products consumed
door to you. I've seen you loads of stopped lying to myself and fought It
by farmers are produced on the home
times."
J
you
all out this afternoon, and I decided furm?
i
"kin s
It sounded slightly reproachful, and that the silly old quarrel was all my
In the South dnlry products are used
Cameron Daw, being of a sensitive fault, and that I would sit down and
freely. Tl:e common practice Is
very)
"
to
called
nature, felt then and there
if ' KiMbu3
write Bobsle and tell him so, and say to' churn the whole milk for butter,
make up for his seeming Incivility.
I
sent
too,
and
And I did,
I was sorry
Later, before the party was over, It to him by special messenger. Don't producing a large quantity of buttermilk. The average annual consumption
go
to
a
desire
expressed
she
when
you think that was the best and bravof butter per family is about 2:10
home, Cum accompanied her the short est way?"
pounds In the South while for families
way, simply as a courtesy to Mrs. InCam clutched the little hand tighter in the North and West It Is less than
gram, to whom he felt Indebted for
for a second, then he got to his feet. I .TO pounds. It is not unusual for the
many little neighborly . kindnesses.
mumbline a few sentences he average-sizeAfter
family In the South to
Somehow or other he got talking about
left without saying what he had como
stars to the girl, and when he returned to tell her. Vashtl did not notice any consume 2,000 quarts of buttermilk a
year.
Buttermilk is a cooling and
to the scene of festivity the guests hnd
she was too occupied healthful drink for that climate.
He was thing amiss;
left, tneliirtlne Deborah.
planning her own happiness.
amazed; be had had no idea that he
In September, Just before the fall
explainhour
more
aif
than
had stood
term,
Professor Daw returned from an DRUGS INJURE DAIRY CATTLE
slant-eyeing the solar system to a
tour of the 'Canadian
extended
girl. At any rate he went home conRockies. He looked and felt very fit. Iowa State College Experiments Show
enwas
be
that
himself
gratulating
Fresh glacier breezes had blown all
Decrease Rather Than Increase
gaged to Deborah and not to Mrs. Ininebriation from his mind,
mental
In Fat Production.
gram's young visitor, poor little thing.
leaving a flow of thought as clear and
He felt sorry for her, she seemed so
a mountain stream.
forsaken, a little different from other fine as
The use of drugs' with the Idea of
he walked the avenue Increasing the fat production of test
briskly
Very
girls. Even her name, Vashtl, had . a
bothcows has been tried out by Iowa State
heathenish sound, quite in tune with to the Heath place. He had not
telephone.
to
ered
almond-shapeeyes
and
College dairy section. In most cases
those dark
The maid at , the door shook her It was found that drugs decreased
painted lips.
Increased the' fat producThe next day he lingered near the head to his question In astonishment. rather-that
party fence. This had nothing to do "I thought everybody knew, sir, that tion.'
they left yesterday."
Such drugs as alcohol, castor oil,
with his neighbor's guest; he was in
Cam was terribly disappointed. "Did pltuitrln, aloes, magnesium sulphate.
terested in a vine growing there, a
troublesome vine that needed no end she leave an address?" he asked hope- mix vomica and sodium chloride were
tried; and in all cases they were detriof tying and adjusting. And after ho fully.
girl smiled. "Not that I know mental to the cows. All cows used
had fussed with It for quite a while,
The
wish alone has been realized In a
Is In for a row with his wife. AcceptVashtl did appear and came over to of, sir. Honeymoon couples don't as a were in good normal condition at the
ing the latter Interpretation dream life dream, hut a slight, peculiarity In the see what he was doing.
Sho might rulo."
start of the tests and various sizes of
and actual life would seem, In this re- formation of the dream will put us on have been a hardy little brown plant
Then doses were used.
Married I",
"Honeymoon!
the track of the powerful helper from
spect, to be closely akin.
In some cases It was found that the
herself, as she stood there In wood- - wildly distracted
"To whom, to
His theory Is that
the unconscious."
flow of milk and butterfat was In
every
dream Is all Infantile wishes are indestructible colored skirt and sweater, adorned' by whom?"
Freud's dictum that
the fulfillment of a wish Is easy In the "unconscious;" always active a single splash of red, a ripe berry,
"Mr. Bralthers, sir. Some people creased slightly but this soon fell oft
and In the end a decrease was nolips.
painted
enough to accept with regard to this "and ready
her
called him Mr. Bobsle."
for expression whenever
ticed. ,
He explained the vine to her, all
dream; for ail of us have, at some they And an opportunity to unite
town
Ladles'
university
the
this
In
Up to date no drug has been found
time, wished to meet actors and themselves with an emotion from con- about Its botanical family, and similar Civic society has placed neat green
actresses and converse with them. But scious life, and they transfer their wild vines that grew In nearby wood cans for rubbish at certain corners. that will Increase and It Is strongly
advised by the dairy men not to re
suggested
after his
It Is not so easy to follow him In his greater Intensity
to the lesser Inten- lands. He might look that some.
Before one of these receptacles Cam sort to this method as It injures the
they
for
theory that this conscious wish of the sity of
classes
unan
pocket
his
stopped, drew from
the latter, that in every dream
day would not have excited the dream some Indestructible Infantile wish
It was not on this walk, but during opened letter addressed to himself In cows and is not a fair way to gain a
la
record.
lie
JaAit,
that
had It not met with an unconscious
or
third
second
large backhand characters, and on the
the domlnatlug force. Of al Freud's their
Vashti in conwish which reinforced It, and that un- theories this one
Bobsle.
about
learned
monogram,
large
was
a
which
has attracted the
back of
conscious wish an Infantile one. He widest attention and discussion.
fiding whispers told him all about the the most prominent letter "V" standWHEN MILK TEST IS HIGHEST
besays : "It may seem that the conscious
day
occurred
the
had
quarrel
that
(Copyright.)
ing out boldly. He tore the envelope
It
Bobsle,
party.
fore his sister's
carefully in strips and threw it into Faculty of Milking Off Fat It Used in
proved, was a senior, and from Vash-tl'- s
He did not care for
depository.
an egg, sprinkle with coarse granuPushing Cowa for Short-Tim- e
and the
description, very
lated sugar and chopped nuts. Bake a
Records.
any
taking
not
was
He
unforgiving.
light brown.
steps to make up; he seemed to take
BELOVED BY ALL PARISIANS
reo
In pushing cows for short-tim- e
a malicious enjoyment seeing her loneCherry Sherbet
ords,
this faculty of milking off th
wanted
to
Vashtl
forsaken.
ly and
Take one pint can of cherries, drain know what to do about It.
Solemn and Sacred In Memory Is the fat Is used; that is, the cow is allowed
and cut in small pieces. Add one cupto freshen in very fat condition and
Square Known a .the Place
him ap to action," sugr
stir
"Let's
ful of water to the Juice, cook five
will test very high when her record
de la Concorde.
gested Cum boyishly, "make him' see
tablespoonful of lemon Juice. Heap minutes and add a tablespoonful of the green-eyeIs being made two or four weeks after
monster frighten him
gelatin that has been softened In a
In tall glasses and serve at once.
'The spot where France weeps," the freshening. There have been cases
he stopped a moment and
and
cupful of cold water. Add the cherde la Concorde, Is one of Paris where cows have tested from two to
Place
Deborah
sure
added slowly: "I'm
,
Velvet Sherbet
ries and four egg whites beaten stiff. won't mind." It did not sound very1 greatest showplaces. Thousands died three' per cent higher during this peTake the Juice of six lemons, and Freeze and serve In glasses, garnished positive.
' there in the blood of madness of the riod flmn the normal test for her disthe grated peel of two, soaked In the with candled cherries.
French Revolution; the allied ene-- . closes and this test would be much
givDeborah?"
"Wlto on earth Is
hour. Add one cupful
juice one-haof Napoleon held ft solemn Te higher than during t'ie last part of her
mies
ing the name a funny little, twist.
of sugar to each lemon, or sugar to
Cucumber Sauce.
Miss Deum there in 1814 ; in 1871 the hated lactation.
'. surely
you know.
"Why,
taste; three pints of rich milk and
cupful of heavy cream
Beat one-haengaged to be married" Prussian encamped In the beautiful
turn Into the freezer. The mixture stiff, add a few grains of salt, cayenne Heath? I'm
with a delicious square; later the same year It was the
Interrupted
Vashtl
will curdle but the freezing will make to taste, two tablespoonfuls of, malt
fooled
not
be
I don't be- scene of fierce and bloody conflicts be
iaugli.
"I'll
It smooth and velvety. Turn ttlie vinegar, one medium sized cucumber
WEIGHTS
you
would tween the Versailles troops and the
moment
a
that
lieve for
freezer slowly at flrsL.
, j
grated and drained, season with the marry a
Communards, who had erected barrijuice of an onion. This sauce Is es
one of Its entrances.' Since
Skim milk weighs 8.63 pounds
'V:,-"Vashtl!" cried Cam In a shocked cades at
.Chess 'Cakes.
pecially good to serve with fish.
gallon. '
1871 . until recently the statue dedia
what
realize
you
don't
voice, "really
Put Into a. mixing bowl, onehalf
had
Strassbourg
city
of
foregoing figures were
to
.The
the
cated
!
r
Deborah's
you're saying I
Baked Pears.
cupful of butter, add the grated rind
based on milk with a fat conbeen continuously draped In mourning,
thirty-tw-o
or
three,
way
moré
servingpears
Is
than
A,
not
of
cupful
delicious
of two oranges and one-haand known as the "Lost Sister," keeptent of 2V4 per cent at 63 def
cupful of to cut them In halves, core them, quite a bit younger than I!"
of powdered sugar,
e
alive in' the minds
grees
temperature. Similar milk
ing
"But quite a bit too old for you!"
currants, one well beaten ;egg.. two place ta a baking pan with a .generous
weighs 8.6
testing 3
of Frenchmen.
then,
laughing,
and
sugar
fill
girl,
of
and
half
the
mimicked
sprinkling
the
and
coconut
tablespoonfuls of grated
lovely fountains and
pounds.
ot
place
a
is
It
sorry
"I'm
'
sweetness,
slowly
two
Cook
with appealing
half a dozen crumbled macaroons; pan with water.
Originally it was intended as
Mixed milk and cream of 10
and pour Into hours In a moderate oven. Serve with though !" And Cam did not. know statues.
mix the Ingredients
per cent butterfat content weighs
center or commemoration, wnere
a
sorry
was
whipped
cream.
meant
she
...
she
that
pastry.
sweetened
with
whether
lined
pntty
tins
small
S.53 pounds.
and monuments might be
Newspaper Union.)
. 1920, WMtirn
for him or for her rude remark about statues to
Bake fifteen minutes In a hot oven.
The general rule is to estiO
celebrate the memory oí
erected
creat Frenchmen and their deeds,
mate milk testing from 3 to 5
Blinker Hill Monument.
over
Crisps.
the
fiancee
explained
his
to
He
per cent as weighing 8.6 pounds
Bunker Hill monument Is 221 feet 2 telephone about his obligations to Mrs. There are lh it now eight colossal
Cream one cupful of butter, add
eight principal
a. gallon.
representing
statues,
80
Is
height.
It
In
feet
wide
at Ingram and the very nice opportunity
gradually two cupfuls of sugar, three Inches
of France Lille, Rouen, Nantes,
eggs beaten until light, the grnted the base and 15 feet 4 Inches square he had of reciprocating by helping her cities
Bordeaux, Brest, Marseilles, Lyons and
rind and Juice of a lemon and flour to at the point where the apex begins. to entertain her guest. He hoped DeStrassbourg. There is now talk of
seven
tona
hundred
thousand
of
Right
slight
She said she
make a mixture to roll. Knead
borah would understand.
In it some lmmortál conceperecting
building
RAISE PRODUCTION OF HERD
were
used la
J.
ly, cut In shapes, brush with white of granite
did perfectly, and reminded him of one
tion of the present conflict and Its
making
and
about
dates
or two dinner
He Had to Laugh.
victorious outcome.
Permanent Advancement Can Only Bo
a list for the wedding Invitations.
ing to the main pipe. To hent a house
A private with the A. R. F.
Made by Use of Purebred Bull of
out
squirming
himself
(he covers of the holes are removed;
found
Cam
and not having a franc In bis
Efficiency Complication.
Good Ancestors.
His
to prepare a meal a pot Is lowered pocket decided the only way he could of different social engagements.
"You mustn't ask the telephone opto the flow of boiling water. Outside get some wine was to faint So he fiancee was very sweet about his seemThe only way for everyone to have
the town Is a large poud of hot water, pretended to faint In front of the first ing neglect; be almost wished she erator the time of day when your clock
cows capable of producing a large flow
would be a little huffy ana more ex stops."
where the women wash clothes.
Inn. Two French girls ran out picked
"Why not?" Inquired the new sub of milk Is by better breeding. By betwas very busy herself
him up and started toward the Inn. acting. But she
shopping,
and
and
scriber.
ter breeding Is meant the using of a
dressmakers
with
a
Bright Outlook.
Not
Unfortunately one of the girls Inad"Because It takes up too much valu purebred dairy bull which Is a good
all sorts of showers and lirocheons.
"In case you marry my daughter, vertently tickled him and he laughed.
Individual from good producing anwhat are your prospects?" "From The Indignant girls left him sitting on I Nevertheless Deborah was bound, to able time."
every
up
more
; she was clev
of
It
takes
things
stood
"But
cestor.
It is only through the use of a
how
notice
I
by
what ran learn
observation, sir. the ground.
er, though, and refrained from nag body's time when yon get the wrong good bull that any permanent advanceIt will take all the cash you can let
gay prepara
number once or twice before yon can ment can be made In the production ot
me have to
bar lit eiotnv
If a woman has nothing to worrf gtng, and went on with
call up a friend or a jewelry atore to fche future herd.
tions.
Llf
about ber happiness la Incomplete
.
, Ab tor Caía, he wondered why he make the same tnqulry"

trie belt than It Is to make percolator
coffee when everything Is perking
right. The belt Is strung carelessly
about the waist of the patient and one
end Is attached to an electric meter,
wli'ch keeps a careful record of the
ciin-eii- t
consumed and turns It Jnto the
head offlce at the end of the month.
As sutn as the meter begins to turn
over and discharge kilowatts at the
patient, a warm, restful feeling appears which Increases In Intensity until the patient glances at the meter.
When an electric belt Is properly
applied a sick person can turn over on
his face and go to sleep without fear
of having his backbone reduced to
ashes. This cannot be suld of the
mustard plaster, which never knows
when to stop Its triumphant progress
and Is liable to cremate a sleepy pa
tlent right In the presence of his wife
and children. The electric belt can be
set so that It will operate at one mile
per hour on high, but by a provider
tlal arrangement the speed of the
meter is not affected..
.
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Innumerable men and women have seen
the kettle boll, but It occurred to only
one. that the force which lifted the lid
might be confined and made to do human
Bervice. The man finds or makes his
opportunities and In turn they help him.
Bpaulding.
'
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When there is a little popped corn
left try this wholesome dessert:

-

Popped Corn Pudding.
Scald Uiree cupfuls of milk and
pour over two cupfuls of popped corn
which has been pounded until fine
and let sthud one hour. Add. three,
eggs slightly beaten, onehalf cupful
of brown sugar, one tablespoonful of
s
of a teaspoonful
butter,
of salt and stir until well mixed.
Turn Into a well buttered baking dlsb
and bake In a slow' oven thirty-fiv- e
Serve hot with thin cream
minutes.
or maple syrup.
three-fourth-

Peach Whip.
Beat the whites of three eggs until
of
stiff, add three tablespoonfuls
powdered sugar and beat to a glossy
I'eel half a dozen peaches
meringue.
and press through a sieve; gradually
mid this pulp to the meringue, beating
,

nil

the

time

and

snrinkllng

In

one

No Fuel Problem Here.
French town of Chaudes-Aigue- s
ugergne mountains,
In the
with a population of U.(HH), probably Is
the only place outside the tropical
tones where the heatnd
ing of homes Is no problem, the scarcity and high cost of fuel notwithstanding. The (own Is built In the crater
itf mi inactive volcano. A number of
wells furnish boiling
hiiii tlnw through mains ne- wii'i-- i
w
of houses. In the floor
i. i
i
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SUPPLEMENT TO THE SPANISH AMERICAN
MILLS AND VICINITY

to attend the Republican

SATURDA Y, AUGUST 20TH, 1921
BRADLEY

Con-

vention.
A severe electric storm which
was followed by a down pour of
ram visited this community Sun
day afternoon, but so far we have been able to learn of no damage that was done.
t
Miss Juanita Harper has resigned her position at the Wilco st
ore and Miss Desda Russle is following in her position.
The Mills quartet which consists of the Misses Mabel Smith
and Eva Cunningham and Messrs Roy Cunningham and Glen Sp
encer beautifully rendered a cho
ice selection last Sunday after
the Sunday School session whi-c- h
was enjoyed by all present.
Mrs- - Mitchell who is one of
our school teachers for the
ing term has already arrived
with her two children and is very
much at home in one of the new
houses recently completed by F.
M. Bailey.
Rex Shaw of near Grenville
drove over last Thursday and
took his mother home with him
for a visit. Mrs. Shaw has been
visiting Mrs. G.II.IIackett while

,

here.

A.D.Hurford and family were
guests at the T.A.Turner home
Sunday night.
Mr. Brown that delegation of
cats from here which yoo report
ed last week as having held a convention of their own at Mosquero on your window sill were pe
rhaps a bunch of good old proh
ibitionists and therefore unable
to agree with your wet minded
Republican cats. In order that yo
ur dreams may be. undisturbed
in the future we will loan you a
good gun, teach you how to use
it, advise you to rid your town
of the cat tribe, and then let us
send you a car load . of refined
intelligent Democrat cats which
have made this country famous
If it will be any inducement to
you to accept our generous offer
we will guarantee said cats to give absolute satisfaction after the
first forty years of their life.

your order new?

Lysle Hazen was in Mosquero ;
Thursday.
...
Jay Bradley and wife made a
quick trip to Clayton with Mr.
and Mrs. Smith last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Aspgrn were in
Roy no business Sat. and called
on Mrs Don Bradley at the Plum-Ip- o
Hosnital.
Mrs. C. DriskiH spent the day
with her mother Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Kaipn Hazen cai
led on Mrs. Morf ord last Sunday.
Miss Nanalee Bradley was m
Roy Monday.
Tell and Al are resting up these days when it istoo rainy to

Anderson Brothers
Roy. N. M.

Little Edla Florence Bradley
was onerated on far adenoids

tractorg this year
to Cll dl orders.

If ycu want to be
Sureof getting your
OilPull this year,

wouldn't

it

bo a

"

good idea to place
Lwiwfrrii.irii f mr

in

ft

un

in

mi

th-ires-

;:.i

38 J

Title Company

5ET YOUR COAL VOJX TURES- HING AT THE MEGA
ERATIVE'S BINS AT THEIR
ELEVATOR.
-;

N

j

h.

Monday and is doing fine.
Every one has planned ongoing to church at Monsquero these
Sundays but harvest has preven- ted them.
M. and Mrs. Hazens infant civ
ild has beeen ill the past two we- Tlroti.lrpra"
nr. A Jci
tu.o turn
io unlnv
uuuci Tlv
care at present.
Miss Mary Woods spent the day
with Mrs. Aspgren.
Mrs. Dietz was a Bradley visitor last week.
Oscar Murphy is nursing a go- - .
od case of hay fever.
T.A.Rice visited R.B. Smith
last Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs.J.C. Driskill visited
at the parental Beem home last
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Hazen took little
Donald and Edla Bradley to Roy
last Sunday to visit their mother
Arthur Hazen is on the sick
list this week.
Rain, rain, seems to be theor-d- er
of the day now.
Lyl Hazen is adding to the ap
pearance ot his ranch with a
i-

(Incorporated and Bonded.)
ABSTRACTS

FURNISHED

BAUM BROS
At the old stand v. ith a full line
ON ALL

SELF OILING
.

Special attention given to examining titles.
Conveyances.

JOHN

DEERE LINE OF IMPLEMEDRILLS

AND

PUMPING ENGINES.

known?
Do you know it is the
cheap watch that tries
a workman's skill and

net the high grade
watch? Do you. know
genuine factory
1 use
made material and that

started thr-

eshing Tuesday, but got no farther than the Hazen place when-hwas tied up with rain.
Mrs. Moford gave an ice cream
1
Why not own a home in the most wonderful spot on the supper Thursday eve as a farewell to her two daughters andV
North American Continent.
their husbands who left for their homes in Amarillo Texas aft-ea few days visit here.
We have some of the best bargains in land in the vicinity!
Mr.
and Mrs Aspgrn and famiof Roy, New Mexico, that can be had anywhere. We have very I ly and Miss Mary Wood attended
the ice cream social at Morfords.- low prices.
Some improved land and some virgin soil.
Mr. ana Mrs. rnuup yuasenn-ic- k
who had been assisting Mr.
TERMS TO SUIT PURCHASER.
and Mrs. Frank Corey with their
wheat harvest returnd horn Sun-M- rs.
A.G.Hazen visited her
Address all inquiries to
mother Mrs. C.C. Moore one 'day
last week.
Mr. M.L.Woods is thru harvesting.
Arthur Hazen's little daughter-haROI
her foot badly cut by a piece of glass the first of the week,-bu- t
"WE INSURE ANYTHING AGAINST EVERYTHING"
is doing nicely now.
Little Ethel Hazen is visitingher granapa for a few days.
Curtis West visited his brothCharlie of the Bradley neigher
Just received a car load of
borhood
last week.
your
Give
me
Chevrolet Cars;
. .The Misses Flora West and Lo
order at once, and ride in one of
uise Caddell have been, cooking
the best cars made today. .See
for Chas. West harvest hands as
Garage.
at
the
them on display
he is an ol d"batch" he has to caF. S. BROWN MOTOR CO.
ll on his sisterfor help.
.....AMiUUIIUUMff.l
A fine new line of Su
T.J. and Frank Heimann have
started the tractor and plows
VULCANIZIN
getting ready the sod to sow anmmer and Fall Suits just
other large wheat crop. .
r

am well equipped to do
work?
e
your
e
Bring me your
work, I have been
doing it for others for
1

high-grad-

.

high-grad-

Fatjo Apiaries

.

.

McCarger & Hooper

-

-

LOOK

THE SERVICE GARAGE
We are now better prepared than ever to handle your auto and tractor repair
work. We burn in bearings which makes
them last much longer.
- We can do any kind of mechanical and
electrical work and we guarantee every
piece of work that we do.
Bring in that car or tractor and let
us overhaul it before the busy season sets
in.
"Come to the place where you get
your work done by Competent Mechanics
and the work GUARANTEED."
RAYMOND PENDLETON PROPRIETOR
GUARANTEED

.

new granary.
Mr. W.R.Bradley

examination

at that place.

AND

NOTICE

repairing

tttiWWW

OLIVER

Cash or Tarras

Railroad watches where
they had to stand the

strictest

SON,

Z

HIGH GRADE REPAIR
ING
Do ycu know I have

years

WINDMILLS,

PUMPS AND CASING, EMER-

NTS, GRAIN

Mosquero, New Mexico.

spent

of:

,

Insurance of all kinds.

FATJO'S

W.E.Cunningham is digging
pit to bury the new oil tank in
for the Wilson Co.
John Hepburn has assumed
his new duties as elevator man at
Abbott.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Rackley who
are here from Cherokee, Okla.
spent last Friday night and Sat.
with Mr. and Mrs A.V.Stafford.
Pearl Case was quite sick the
first of this week but is improving under Dr. Moon's care.
II. B. Albertson suddenly lost
the sight of one eye last Friday
He went to Raton Monday to con
suit an oculist.
C.A. Smith and E.G. Parkes,
made a trip toMosquero Monday

PROMPTLY

LANDS IN HARDING COUNTY.

17 years.
:
HOBSON
pedestrian
of
the
the attention
Your Jeweler
nor the breath to keep up such
a race of speed and went back to
his warm kennel in the weeds.
Sucress at last crowned John's
HONEY
efforts and "Oh Boy" wasn't it a
grand aná gloriuá- feeling? So Fancy Comb : Extracted Honey
with the beloved scales in his po
Fo sale by the case
cket and a song in his breast he
and in 5 gal. cans
returned home to weigh the son
and heir which had been presen, Retailed by all
Leading Grocers
ted to him only a few hours befand Queens
Bees
Italian
What did it
ore by his wife.
weigh John? (Ed.)
B.E.Moyer recently sold twen- tyeight head of shoats to Ed Ki- - P.O. Box
Springer, New Mex.
nr.
working
Miss Leone Porter is
for Mrs.A.O.Rainbow at the Wil For Sale Ivon bed and . springs
co hotel.
at a Bargain, Glenn tooley.
Mr. and Mrs. W.H.McMinn ha
ve erone to Denver for a vacation
GUARANTEED
k
and visit with the latters sister

,

Even with a greatly
increased production Rumely will be

on business

unable to build
enough OilPull

Mosquei o Abstract &

then"

.

Threshing has commenced in
in this neighborhood, but their is
some delay caused by rain.

CO-OP-

arrived last
O.P.Culbertson
week from Terrellaute and has
accepted a position in the Wilson
Company's grain ofiice. He is a
son of R.S.Culbertson who has re
cently came here.
'Twas early last Sunday morning before the sun was up when
John Henburn emerged ' scantily
clad, from his home on Wilson
Avenue and started hastily down the street toward' the thickly populated part of town. A
chance observer of his actions
would have concluded that he
had been recently appointed on
some house to house visitation
committee because he stopped
at every door but no. no, he was
on a far more important mission
The truth of the matter is this:
he was in quest of a small pair
of scales which he wished to borrow for a few minutes, but which
unfortunately nobody seemed to
possess. One lady offered him
a pair of cake scales which would
weigh articles not exceeding 41bs
but shulks! those would never do
so foot sore andweary he started
down the street muttering to hi
mself,"If I ever get hold of a dollar again,. I'll buy some scales
His solilof my own and
oquy ws interrupted by a street
dog sticking its cold nose in the
palm of his hand but the poor creature soon seen that he had not

a

Bay Your
OiiPuHKpv;

VULCANIZIN

G

received.

FOR SALE: Team of Horses
weight IGOO lbs. each
Set heavy fII Leather Harness, and
New Wagon.
F. S. Brown
Address Mrs. Martha Frank,
pra-tical-

LETS TAKE THAT
ORDER NOW

CITY TAILOR SHOP

ly

I am now handling the Rock
Island line of Farm Implements
and Power Machinery, Peoria
Grain Drills and Sanders Disc
Plows. Come in and we will
talk over your wants.
. J?K S. Brown Motor Co.

.

Have .your. VULCANIZING
at the Service Garage. No
burned rubber. We use a. steam
plant.

done

THE
NOTICE FOR

SPÁNISH-AMERiCA-

PUBLICATION NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
ISOLATED TRACT.
Pubic Land Sale.
Department of the Interior

STATE OF NEW MEXICO
Certificate of Comparison
United States of America )
)SS.
Department of the Interior,
State of New Mexico. )
U. S. Land Office at Clayton,
New Mexico.
It is Hereby Certified, that
June 13, 1921.
the annexed is a full, true and
Sale Authorized by
complete transcript of the Ame"C" of
NOTICE is hereby given that, ndment to Certificate of Incoras directed by the Commissioner poration of MOSQUERO ABSof the General Land office, un- TRACT and TITLE COMPANY
der provisions of Sec. 2455, R.S., Increasing capital stock from
pursuant to the application of $3,000,00 to $5,000.00 '
No.11126
Faustin Hernandez, David, New '
Mexico. Sesial No. 027704, we with the endorsements thereon,
will offer at pubic sale, to the as same appears on file and of
highest bidder, but at not less record in the office of the State
than $3.25 per acre, at 10 o'clock Corporation Commission.
In Testimony Whereof,'
A.M., on the 10th day or sept.
the State Corporation'
1921, next,, at this office, the
'
Commission., of the St-- .;
following tract of larid: NE4-NEt- y
ate of New 'Mexico'
Sec 20, T 19 N, R 29 E.
SEAL, has caused thiacerti-- .
.
N. M. P. Meridian.
ficate to be signed by
This sale will not be kept
.
its, Chairman a.nd-thopen, but will be declared closed
é& of said Commis- when those .present at the hour
sioh, to be affixed at
named have ceased, bidding
the City .of Santa ,Fe on
this 2rid ' vday of ' August'
The person, making the highest,
A: D. 1921.
bid will be required to immedia-

NOTICE FOR

PUBLICATION

Departmnt of the Interior

United States Land Office at
Clayton, New Mexico. July 28,
1921. NOTICE is hereby given
that Pablo A. Trujillo, of Roy,
Harding County, New Mexico,
who, on September 15th, 1916,
made Add'l Homestead Applica
tion, No.023102, for E8-SESE- - NEi4,Sec. 9,SW-SSction 10, Township 18N, Range
26E, N.M.P.Meridian, has filed
notice of intention to make Final
Three year Proof, to establish
vuiuiiMiuuci..iii, ma unite 111 claim to the land above
Mosquero, New Mexico, on Sep.(r
H...Foster, U.S. Co1921.
mmissioner, at his office at Roy,
'Claimant names as witnesses:
New Mexico, on September 8th,
Marcelano Padia, Demetrio Cor1921.
dova, Zacarías Cordova and
names as witnesses:
.Claimant
Gonzales, all of Mqsqur
"
ero, New Mexico.
Lee West, Leopoldo Aridrada,
PAZ VALVERDE. Manuel E. Naranjo and Demitrio
Register,.'
,
gracia, all of Roy, New Mexica
. V.Y. . .PAZ VALVERDE,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
U. S. LAND OFFICE at Clayton, New Mexico,July 27,1921.
NOTICE is hereby given that
Trinidad Sanchez, of Gallegos,
New Mexico, who on Aug. 28th,
1916 made Add'l Homestead Entry No. 022796, for Ei2,NEV4,
SWV4 NE14 and NWy4 SEVi of
.Section 31, Township 17N, Ran-- .
ge 30E, N. M. P. Meridian, hag
filed notice of intention to make
Final Three Year Proof, to estab
lish claim to the land above
before A. A. Wynne, U.S.

&,

describ-edrbeforé-

F.

.

Register.

rm machinery
Entry' other articles will be. sold.
IUL

1918. made Homestead
No. 025834, for SW of Section
30, Township 17N, Range1 S2E,
N.M.P.Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make Final
Three Year Proof , to establish
claim to the land above describe
éd, before A. A. Wynne,' U. S.
Commissioner, at his office in
Mosquero, New Mexico,dn September 8th,1921.
Claimant names as witnesses :
Job B: Anderson, Joseph H.
Aanderson, Joseph S. Baker, and
William A. Rockwell, all of
New Mexico,
PAZ VALVERDE,
Gall-ego-

above-describ-

'

.

.

Wíj",ALSO HANDLE HARDWARE AND EVERY-"TIÍÍNIN THE TINNERS ÓR .PLUMBERS LINE, ALSO
'
DEEP WELL PUMPS. ,WIÑDMILLlS4 VTELt, , CASING
AND THE MANY, pTHER. THINGS TlíAt'CÓilE UNDER
:
'v'IÁ- '"LlL-iSi'- .
THIS LINE .ÓFÍWORK
G

.

ed

y".

ÍF IT IS TO
.

JSTj

FIXED. WE CAN FIX IT

-

N.

.

"

r.

V'--

JUDY AND BAKER

,. ;

.

.

When you have a blow out
bring it to Busey He can fix it
right. J. E. Busey Co.'

'

Successors to BAUM BROS.

.

"'

'

.,.

V.YV

..

..

.

Roy,

.

;

..

.New Mexipo.

.,

.t

-

s,.

ERESH BREAD at all
times 10 cents straight
FANCY BAKERY
GOODS

General Blacksmith

and
Machine Work,
ACETYLENE WELDING AND
DISC ROLLING
AT THE OLD STAND.
WITH THE LIBERTY
GARAGE

,

JUST LIKE MOTHER USE TO MAKE ONLY BETTER

D. Wade,

"TRADE AT HOME"

Prop'
FOR SALE: One 20-- 28
Case
Separator in l endition. Also
one Titan Tractor. These are priced to selll. Write, phone or see
Joe F.Mitchell, R.F.D.l City

'

.

FREE WATER for your storage battery.' FREE INSPECT-TOLet the New. battery man
J.E.Busey Company
fix it.

Register

J.

.

. ,

k

U

mill tróubles or have any
work in the glvmibers Hne,- call Jü8y
and Bakér and they will fix it

::
'HiighH.Williarns,'
tely pay to the Receiver the
V;
Chairman..
...
'
'
amount thereof. ",
..
.....,
Attest:'
Any persons claiming adverA. L. Morrison,
v
'
land
Clerk.
sely the
aré advised to. file their claims,
.
Increase of capital stock of
or objections, on or before the MOSQUERO ÁBSTLACT
AND
time, designated for sale.
TITLE COMPANY
Paz. Valverde,
(No Stockholders'- Liability),
', Register.
At a meeting of the Stockholders of the ' "Mosquero Abstract
and. Title Company (No Stock-- :
ATTERIES
holders' Liability)' of Mosquero,
When your battery goes bad K.M,;., held' at;.MiUsV N.M.
on,'
bring it to Busey, our work is' July 20,1921a lotice. ,of. meeting
guaranteed.. J. E. Busey Co.
óf stockholders was duly served
on each and every stockholder,
it was decided " by a' unanimous
vote of the stockholders to increase the capital stock' of said,
Iffl Mosquero
Abstract and Title
"

:

M

rHEN you haye Pump or Wind- -

:

Dbri't forget the Áb. Woodard
U. S. LAND OFFICE at Clay:
sale,'
15 mjles north east of - Roy
ton, New Mexico. July 28,1021
Tueday
August 23rd. A fine bun
NOTICE is hereby givn ' that
of horses, milk cows also fach
Claud W. Anderson, of Gallegos,
and numerous
I

MILTON FLOERSHEIM. Agent
(Mail orders filled C.O.D)
Roy. New Mexico.

.

Department of the Interior

:

DO NOT DELAY.

"

.

... t,t

is what your CALVES need.

.

Pro-hanci- o

i

PURITY BLACKLEG AGGRESSIN

6-6-

des-crib- d,

iv

Aagust 20th, 1921.

ROY, HARDING COUNTY NEW MEXICO, SATURDAY.

N

CANDY, CIGARS AND SOFT DRINKS.

ideal Bakery & Confectionery

A--

G.M.LEWIS Prop.

'

non

..POME

ftI

AFTER MONTHS and months.

WIFE persuaded mo.

MY

TO HAVE it dono.

THIS TIME thoy were great.
FOR HERE'S what happened.
THE PHOTOGRAPHER
ft

.,

SO

1

ft

said.

ft

"LOOK THIS way, please."

went arour.tl.

ft

ft

ft

something.

TO THE photographer.

AND HELD up

AND GOT mutrsod.

AS HE

WHEN THE pictures came.

AND NO one could help.

I

SHOWED them to a gang.

pushed the button.

É.

'

OF AMATEUR

art critics.

AND PROFESSIONAL

crabs.

FOR WHAT

he held up.

WAS A nice full pack.

RIGHT NOW

j

WORKMÉN

WHY VAVE
WHEN

YOU

SEE

WHATSOEVER.

MAN AT NO EXTRA COST
'

'";

STUCCOED

TO ÍÍ AVE THAT HOUSE
IT DONÉ BY INFERIOR

HENRY, the Contractor
ROY, NEW MEXICO

.

about it as he has had the experience to give you what you 5
want.-

a

-

HARDING COUNTY ABSTRCT
COMPANY, inc.
(Bonded)

Paul K. Kingsbury, Mosquero,
N. M. 1 share.
In the increase of capital stock
the following stockhoders whose
names appear, together with
their postoffice addresses and
the uurnbr of shares each has
subscribed to, under the increase
of capital stock :
Names, ' Postoffice Addresses
Number of shares. '
O. T. Wilson, Arcade, N. Y.
:u snares,
u. urock, Abbott,
N.M. 5 shares. C.A. Smith, Mills
N.M. 2 shares. M.H. Smith,
Mills, N. M. 2 shares. E.G. Parkes, Mills, N.M. 2 shares. W.II.
McMinn, Mills, N.M. 2 shares.
Paul K. Kingsbury, Mosquero,
N. M. 2 shares. Ed Grace, Sola- no, N. M. 2 shares. II. L. Boyd,
Mills, N. M. 2 share. R. H. Smith
Mills, N.M. 1 share. W. P. Mea-leMosquero, N.M. 10 shares.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF,
the original Incorporators of the
Mosquero Abstract, and Title
Company (No Stockholders' Liability), have hereunto set their
hands and se:.!s, this 20th day
of July, A. D. 1921
"(SEAL)
O.T.Wilson
KIi; Brock
(SEAL)
C. A. Smith
(SEAL)
M. II. Smith.
(SEAL)
E. G. Parkes
(SEAL)
WJLMcMinn
(SEAL)

Mosquero, New Mexico

,

v

'

,

"Prompt and Efficient Serv.t."
We

1.

are ready to niake your Abstructs now,

W. R. COPLEN, Manager
7' 7,;'!.

Mosquero, New Mexico.

u

THE MILLS SHOE REPAIR SHOP.
All work neatly and promptly done.
m the 0,d Bentley Buildinjr
WE SOLICIT A SHARE OF
YOUR PATRONAGE
Wm. Schoenerstedt Prop.
Mills,
'
'
Ncv Mxico.

oJrrá

y,

BUT LOOK pleasant

ft

'

owners;;;

.

I

'

.

THERE IS NO BTTER TIME THAN

.

3

v

.

'NOTICE Mr.'"

v

bilíty) ..from-

Abbott, N.M. 5 shares. C. A.
Smith, Mills, N.M. 1 share. M.II
Smith, Mills, N.M. 1 share. E.G.
Parkes, Mills, N.M. 1 share. W.
ILMcMinn, Mills.N.M. 1 share

Li

nt

Company (No Stockholders' Lia
Three Thousand
($3,000.00) Dollars to Five Thousand .($5,000.00) Dollars.
The above increase of capital
stock shall in no way effect the
original Articles of Incorpora
tion, except as to the increase of
'
Capital stock.
Paul 'K. 'Kingsbury, Mosquero
N. M. is Statutory Agent. The
principal place of business of
said corporation is Mosquero,
'N. M.
ZvU'Jv:-'- ;
The names and postofice addresses of the incorporators signed to the 'original Articles of
incorporation and the number
of shares of stock subscribed
for each, are as follows :
Names,
Postoffice Addresses
and Number of shares.
O. T. Wilson, Arcade, N.Y. 20 shares. L. II. Brock

,.

.

OF THE cigarettes.

DISGUISED AS frienda.
ft

ft

ft

THAT SATISFY.

WHO FAVORED ma.
ft

ft

WITH SUCH remarte as.
ft

ft

"HAS- - IT

ft

HE look natural?"

"DOESN'T

ft

ft

got a tail?"
ft

ft

"A GREAT resemblance."
AND THAT

last one.

MADE- - ME sore.
SO WHEN friend wife.

yZ

ADDED HER howl.
I

TRIED again.

J

1IGHT tip' a Chesterfield and
the goodness of those
fine Turkish and Domestic tobaccos in that wonderful Chesterfield blefid. Taste that flavor!
Sniff that aroma ! You'll register "They Satisfy." You can't
help it.
.

Did yoa know about the

Chesterfield package of 10?

E. J, H. Roy
eying and Mapping

County Surveyor

Paul KKingsbury (SEAL)

Land Matters before the Department of
the

(SEAL)
STATE OF NEW MEXICO)
COUNTY OF HARDING

'Interior Contests. etc'iJ

)SS '

)

'

'

'

O. T. Wilson L. II. Brack, C. A.
" .'
Smith. M. H. 'SmittiiE. CPar; My Commission
;
kes, W. II. fttcMinn aadiPauLK.
..
kriuvvn to:;mi'e,itd.'!be
jin.g
r'-r

W1

C16AEBTT
Liggett

&

.j,

m S--

'

Myers Tobacco Co.

Scribed

.V

in

finf-

".

.

Mora County

Notar' Public

c

Increasing capital stock

from
$3',000.00 to $5.000.00
zg 10. 1921.' i ': Filed in
the Office of State

ey-'ros-

-

ENDORSED
"
No. 11126

i

.

'

executed he same. as.Ufréir. "
Cur. Rec'd. Vol 7. Page 101
free Vt and deed.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF. Amendment to Certificate of
Incorporation of
I
Hereunto set my hand and
MOSQUERO
ABSTRACT AND
affixed my Notorial seal the day
and. year first aboye written.
w.h

TITLE COMPANY
(No Stockholders' I
lifv

II. W. Dikeman,

On. th's 20th day of July, 1921

personally appeared before me,

I

.

Corporation Commrssiori-I"of New. Mexico...
'Aug 2, 1921 10 :30 A.M.
A. L. Morrison,
Clerk.
omparea
to rJMA.
.

.

--

I

j

jju

NED HEREINAFTER AS
DEFENDANTS
' You are hereby notified that
there has been filed and is now
pending in the District Court of
the Eighth Judicial District of
the State of New Merico, sitting
within and for the County of
Harding, in said state, cause
Number
on
the
three
civil docket thereof in which
Peter J. Laumbach is the Plain-

tiff, and

The Unknown heirs of)
Nicanora E. Andrada, dec--)
eased ; The Unknown heirs)
of Conrado Andrada, .dec-- )
eased; Casimero Andrada,)
Felipita Romero de Andra-- )
da. if living, if dead, the)
unknown heirs of Felipita)
Romero de Andrada, dece-- )
ased ; Maria Felipa Andra-- )
da, Guadalupe Andrada de)
Gomez; Estaban Gomez;)
.

.

,

Juan Andrada; the unkno-- )
heirs of Conrado Andr-- )

wn

ada,

Jr. deceased ; Airs.

Co--)

nrado Andrada, Jr. ; Te'es-- )
for Andrada; Mrs. Telesfor)
Andrada; Ines Andrada;)
Amalia Andrada; Leandro)
Archuleta; Juanita B. Ar--)
chuleta; Fred S. Brown-- ; S.)
F. Floersheim ; H. B. Jones)
R. E. Alldredge; J. Floer)
sheim; F. A. Roy; C.L. Ju-- )
stice ; George H. Ray ; Re-- )
becca A. Cordova; Juan)
Pablo Cordova; Teófilo Ro-- )
mero; the unknown heirs)
of Antonio Romero, decea-- )
sed; the unknown heirs of)
Petra Vigil de Romerd, de--)
ceased; Bonefacio Romero;)
Noe RSfnero; Agapita Ro-- )
mero; Juan Romero
berto Romero; Marcal Ro-- )
mero; Adan Romero; '.)-.)
FaustinRomero;
Santiago Romero; Eufra-- )
cia Romero De Gomez ; A1-

:

:

dian, New Mexico.
Also lots One, Two and Three
Section 3; Lots Two and Five;
The Southwest Quarter of the
Northeast Quarter; The South-

-)

bino Gomez; Isabele Ro-- )
mero de Vigil; Marcos Vi-gil; Dan Laumbach; Hen-- )
)s

ry M. West; Gregoria Te-- )
noria Garcia; Adelia M. de)
Flores; The Glen Invest-- )
ment Co., a Corporation ;)
Alfred A. Peterson; Jose)
Santos Tafoya ; Dorotea)
Tafoya de Santistevan ; Ju-- )

-

ceased; John Guthrie Smi-- )
th, if living, if dead, the)
unknown heirs of John Gu-- J
thrie Smith, deceased ; Ja-- )
net Wingate GuthrieijSmi-- )
th, if living, if dead, the)
unknown heirs of Janet)
Wingate Guthrie Smith,)
deceased; James Dtfrican)
Smith, if living, if dead,)
the unknown heirs of Ja-- )
mes Duncan Smith, decea-- )
sed; Jessie Duncan Smith,)
if living, if dead,., the un-- )
known heirs of Jessie Dun-- )
can Smith, deceased; Wil-- )
liam Azariah Clark, if liv-- )
ing, if dead, the unknown)
heirs of William Azariah)
Clark deceased ; Susan Au--)
gusta Clark, if living, if)
dead, the unknown heirs)
of Susan Augusta Clark,)
deceased ; The Prairie Cat-- )

to-w-it:

,

;

lius Appel ; Max H. Karl-- )
sruher; Mrs. Max H.; Karl-- )
sruher; Willis A. Dorsett,)
if living, if dead, the un-- )
known heirs of Willis A.)
Dorsett, deceased; Mary)
Dorsett, if living,- if dead)
the unknown heirs of Mary)
t)orsett deceased; Eutenio)
Sanchez, if living, if dead)
the unknown heirs of Eu-- )
tenio Sanchez, deceased;)
Pedro J. Mes, if living, if)
dead, the unknown heirs)
of Pedro J. Mes, deceased ;)
Willard R. Green, if living)
if dead, the unknown heirs)
of Willard R.' Green, dece-- )
ased; W. R. Green, if liv-- )
ing, if dead, the unknown)
heirs of W. R. Green, de--)

Plaintiff, Peter J. Laumbach to
Those Certain tracts of land and
real estate lying and being in the
County of Harding, in the Sta
te of New Mexico, and better
described as follows,
'The Southwest Quarter of the
Southeast Quarter of Section 3;
The Northwest Quarter of the
Northeast Quarter of Section
10; The Southwest Quarter of
the Southwest Quarter of Section 3; The Northwest Quarter
of the Northwest Quarter of
Section 10; The North Half of
the Southeast Quarter of Section 10; The North Half of the
Southwest Quarter of Section 10
The South Half of the Northwest Quarter; The North Half
of the Southwest Quarter; The'
North Half of the Southeast
Quarter; The Southeast Quarter of the Northeast Quarter of
Section 14 ; The Northwest Quarter of the Southwest Quarter
of Section 13; The Southwest
Quarter of the Southwest Quarter of Section 9 ;the South half
of the Southeast Quarter
of Section 8; The Northwest
Quarter of the Northeast Quarter of Section 17; The East Half
of the Southeast Quarter of Section 15; The West Half of the
Southwest Quarter of Section
14; The South Half of the South
west Quarter of Section 10; The
East Half of the Northwest Quarter; The East Half of the
Southwest Quarter; The Southwest Quarter of the Southeast
Quarter; The Southwest Quarter of the Southwest Quarter of
Sectionl5;The South Half of the
Northeast Quarter; The South
Half of the Northwest Quarter
of Section 10; The Southwest
Quarter of the Southeast' Quarter of Section 14 ; - all in Township 18, North of Range 25
East of the New Mexico Meri-

:?

east Quarter of the Northwest
Quarter of Section .6; The Southwest Quarter of the Southwest Quarter of Section 5; The
Southeast Quarter of the Northeast Quarter; The East Half
the Southeast Quarter of Section 6; Lots Three and Four;
The Southeast Quarter of the
Northwest Quarter , of Section
1; Lot No. 1 of Section 2; The
Northwest Quarter of the Southwest Quarter of Section 1;
The South Half of "' the' Northeast Quarter of Section 2; The
West Half of the Northeast Qua-

rter of Section 18; The South

west Quarter of the Southeast
Quarter; The Southeast Quarter
of the Southwest Quarter of
Section 7; The South Half of the
Southeast Quarter of Section 14 ;
The South Half of thé Southwest
Quarter of Section 14; The
Northwest Quarter of Section 8;
The West Half of the Northeast
Quarter; the East Half of the
Northwest Quarter of Section
17; The East Half of the Southwest .Quarter; The West Half of.
the Southeast Quarter of Sec
tion .8-;- all in Township 18
North of Range 26 East of the
New Mexico Meridian, New

Mex-

ico.

Also the Southwest Quarter
of the Southeast Quarter of Section 34; The East Half of the
Southwest Quarter; The Northwest Quarter of the Southeast
Quarter; The Southeast Quarter
of the Northwest Quarter of
Section 35; The Southeast Quar
ter of the Southeast Quarter of
Section 33; The South Half of
the Southwest Quarter; The

MM--)
todos los reclama--)

uta Aiiaraaa; James

A TUlASTÉlCSÜNAS' AQUI

"""""

jehols; y
desconocides )
,ntes
.,
de intres en las pre-- )
misas (dichas premisas )
endo la propiedad raiz des-- )
nbtifi-cadPor esta. tetah ustedes
cripta en la queja en esta)
que ha sido protocolada y
causa) adversa al quejante)
esta ahora pendiente en la Corte son los demandados.
de Distrito del Octavo Distrito
Los objectos generales de diJudicial del Estado de Nuevo cha acción siendo para aquietar
Méjico, actuando dentro y por titulo en el nombre del quejanel Condado dé Harding, en dicho te, Peter J. Laumbach a aquellos
Estado, causa Numero three, ciertos trechos de terreno y proen el registro civil del mismo en piedad raiz situados y estando
el cual Peter J. Laumbach es el en el Condado de Hardin? en el
Estado de Nuevo Méjico, y me
quejante, y Los
jor desenpto como sigue a Saherederos desconocidos)
ver:
de Nicanora E. Andrada,)
El cuarto suroeste del cuarfinada; Los herederos des-- )
to
surdeste de la sección 3 ;el
onocidos de Conrado Andr-- )
cuarto noroeste del cuarto nordeada, finado, Casimiro An--)
ste de la sección 10; el cuarto
drada,. Felipita Romero de)"
suroeste del cuarto suroeste de
Andrada, si es viva, y si es)
la sección 3; el cuarto noroeste
muerta, los herederos des-- )
del
cuarto noroeste del la sección
conocidos de Felipita. Ro-- )
La mitad norte del cuarto
10;
de
mero
Andrada, finada ;)
surdeste de la sección 10; La miMaria Felipa Andrada ; Gu-- )
tad norte del cuarto suroeste de
adalupe Andrada de Gomez)
la sección 10 ; La mitad sur
Esteban Gomez; Juan An-- )
del cuarto noroeste; La mitad
drada: Los herederos des-- )
norte
del cuarto suroeste ; La
'
conocidos de Conrado And-- )
mitad norte del cuarto surdeste;
rada, Menor, finado; LaSe-- j
el cuarto surdeste del cuarto no
ñora Conrado Andrada,)
rdeste de la sección 14 ; el cuar
Menor. leJesfor Andrada;)
to
noroeste del cuarto surdeste
La Señora Telesfor Andra-- )
de
la sección 13; el cuarto surda; Ines Andrada; Amalia)
oeste del cuarto suroeste de la
Andrada; Leandro Archu-- ) ,
sección 9; La mitad sur del cuarleta ; J uahita B. Archuleta ;)
to surdeste de la sección 8; el
Fred S. Brown; S. F. Floe--)
cuarto noroeste del cuarto
sheim; H.BJones; R.E.A1-- )
d la sccion 17; La mitad
ldredge; J.Floersheim; F.A);
oriente del cuarto surdeste de la
Roy; GLJustice; George )r
sección
H.Ray; Rebecca A. Gordo--) '
La
mitad poniente del cuarto suva; Juan Pablo. Cordova; )
roeste de la sección 14 ; La mitad
Teofilio Romero; Los here-- )'
sur del cuarto suroeste de la
deros desconocidos de Ant-- Í
sección
10; La mitad oriente del
,r
onio Romero, finado; Los)
'
cuarto oroeste ; La mitad orienherederos desconocidós de)
te del cuarto suroeste; el cuarto
Petra Vigil de Romero, fi-- F
suroeste del cuarto surdeste; el
;
nada Bonifacio; Romero
cuarto súroeste'del cuarto suroeNoe Romero; Agapita Ro-mero; Juan Romero; Feli4 'í ste de la sección 15; La mitad
sur del cuarto nordeste; La miberto Romero; Marcel. Rp-- )
tad Bur del cuarto noroeste de la
mero; Adán: Romero; Fau-- )
'
sección 10; el cuarto suroeste del
stm RomeroRSantiago Ro-- )
cuarto surdeste de Ja sección
mero; Euffáclá' Romero) 5
'
11;
DESPUES MENCIONADAS
COMO DEMANDADAS

THE

PRINTING COMPANY
THE
Wm. G. Johnson, Associate Editor
Frank L. Schultz, Editor.
Subscription $2.00 per year, payable strictly in advance.
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.

--

st

:

V

'

de Gomez; Albino Goméz;) lV
Isabel t Romero de Vigil ;)
'
Marcos Vigil; Dan Lumba-- )
ch ; Henry M. West ; Greg-- )
oria Tenoria Garcia: A de--)
lia M. de Flores?' The Glen)
Investment Co.; una Corpo-- )
ración ; Alfred A. Peters-- ) '
on; Jose Santos - Tafoya Ó
Dorotea Tafoya de Santist-- )
aven; Julius Appel; Max H)
Karlsruher ; La Señora Jtfa-- )
x RKSrsfahér; Willis A.)
Dorsett; si vive, y si es)
muerto, los herederos des-- )
conocidos de Willis A.Dor-- )
sett, finado ;.Mary;DorsetíK
si es viva, y si es muerta,).1 ,
los herederos desconociatfej; í
de Mary Dorsett, finado;)?
Eutenio Sanchez,si es vi-- )
vo, y si es muerto, los her)'r
rederos, desconocidos de É--)
utino Sanchez.finado; Pe-- )
dro J. Mes, si es vivo, y)
si es muerto, los hereder-- )
os desconocidos de Pedro)
J. Mes , finado; Willard)
R.Green, si es vivo, y si es)
muerto, los herederos,, des--)
conocidos de Willard' R.)
Green, finado; W.R.Green,)
si es vivo, y si es muerto,)
los herederos desconocidos)
de .W.R.Green, finado; Jo-- )
hn Guthrie Smith,1 si es vi-- )
vo y si es muerto, los here-- )
deros desconocidos de John) "
Guthrie Smith, finado; Ja-- )
:

Todos en el

Cabildo 18,

Norte Hilera 25 Oriente del Meridiano de Nuevp. Méjico, Nuevo

Méjico. '
También lotes Uno, Dos,
y Tres, sección 3; lotes Do y
Cinco; el cuarto suroeste del
cuarto nordeste ; el cuarto surdeste :del xuarto noroeste de la
sección 6.; el cuarto suroeste del
cuarto suroeste de la sección 5;
el cuarto surdeste del cuarto nordeste; La mitad oriente del

AN

Published By

si--

no-rde-

SPANISH-AMERIC-

Entered as

N

matter at the post office in Roy, N. M.
Registered August 27, 1912. '

second-cla- ss

!

cuarto surdeste de la sección 6;
Lotes Tres y Cuarto: el cuarto
surdeste del cuarto noroeste de
a sección 1; Lote Numero Uno
de la sección 2; el cuarto noroe
ste del cuarto suroeste de al
sección 1 ; La mitad sur del cuarto nordete de la eccion 2 ; La
)nit?d uniente del cuarto norde
ste de la sección 18 ; el cuarto su
roeste del cuarto surdeste; el
cuarto surdeste del cuarto suroeste de la sección 7 : La mitad
sur del cuarto surdeste de la sección 14 ; La mitad sur del cuarto suroeste de la sección 14;
el cuarto noroeste de la sección
8; La mitad poniente del cuarto
nordeste; La mitad oriente del
cuarto noroeste de la sección 17 ;
La mitad oriente del cuarto suroeste la mitad poniente del cuarto surdeste de las seccion8;
todos en el Cabildo 18 Norte de
la Hilera 26 Oriente del Meri-

NOTICE FOR

PUBLICATION
.

Department of the. Interior
U. S. Land Office at Clayton,.

New Mexico.
'
Aug. 4th, 1921.
Notice is hereby given that
Dionicio: Lucero, of Solano, Harding Co, New Mexico, who, on
September 5, 1916, and January
s,
19, 1920. made Homestead
No. 022993, and No.026359
.

En-try-

for'

Wi2-SEi- 4,

Lot

E12-SWI- 4,

4, Sec. 7.

.WI0-NE1-

4,

NEV4-NWV- 4,

Section 18, Township 18

N.Range 27 E. .N.M.P.Meridin
has filed notice of intention
Final. Three Year Proof
to establish claim to the land
above described, before F. II.
Foster, U.S.Commissioner, at his
office in Roy, New Mex. on the
13th day of September, 1921.
Claimant names as witnesses:
John W; Church, of Solano,
diano de Nuevo Méjico, Neuvo New Mexico, Isidor West, of Roy
Méjico.
New Mexico, Hilario Lucero, of
También el cuarto suroeste del Solano, New Mexico, and Pedro
cuarto surdeste de la sección,, 34; Narbiaz, of .Solano, New MexicLa mitad orienté 'del cuarto su- o.--.
... .
roeste; el cuarto noroeste del
Paz Valverde,
' " '
cuarto surdeste ; el cuarto surde'
Register, i;
ste del cuarto noroeste de la sec"V'
ción 35; el cuarto surdeste del
cuarto surdeste de la sección 33 ;
del
la mitad sur ?1 cuarto suroeste; ncia en stasfcecion en, o antes .
dja 12 deaDcttibre, A, D.,1921,-et cuarto' nórdesteekóuarto-su-roestde la sección. 34; el cua- JuMo Sera rendido enconé de .
rto noroeste del cuarto suroeste Ustedes en Mía causa, y cada
de la sección 34; la mitad norte uno de Ustedes por rebeldía.
Los abogados del Quejante
del cuarto urdeste ; el cuarto,
son
Chester A.; Hunker, cuya di-surdeste del cuarto nordeste sec- -'
de Estafeta es Las Vereccion
cion 33; el cuarto suroeste de)
Nuevo
Méjico, y Hunker y
gas,
cuarto surdeste;; el cuarto sur
dirección de Estacuya
Noble,
susoeste de la
rdeste del
feta es East Las Vegas, Nuevo
sección 30; la mitad poniente del Méjico.
cuarto sureste de la sección 31 ;
TESTIFICA mi pqno y sello
todas en el Cabildo 19 Norte en. de dicha : Corte esta dia 15 de
la Hilera 26 Oriente en el Merito-ma-

-

,

''

.;

e

1

diano de Nuevo Méjico, Nuevo Agosto, A. D. 1921.
Méjico.
V
Ustedes son adeínas notifica' C. Ernest Anderson,
dos que amenos qué entren ó caEscribano.
(SELLO)
usen que sea entrado, su apare- -

--

í

FLOERSHEIM WEEKLY NEWS

-

ROY; NEW MEXICO.

r

.

h
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August 20th, 191.

WE HAVE JUST A FEW OF THESE HATS

LEFT WHICH WE WILL CLOSE
OUT AT THE ATTRACTIVE

PRICE OF

i,:

ñet Wingate Guthrie Sm-- )
ith, si es viva, y si es mu-- )
erta, los herederos descon-- )
ocidos de Janet Wingate)
Guthrie Smith, finado; Ja-- )

mes Duncan Smith si es)
vivo, y si es muerto, los he-- )
rederos
desconocidos de Je-- )
SouthNortheast Quarter of the
west Quarter of Section 34 ; The mes Duncan Smith, finado)
si es)
Northwest Quarter of the South Jessie Duncan-,Smithwest Quarter of Section 34 ; The vivo y si es muerto, los he-- )
North Half of the Southeast rederos no corip'ci'9os'',(Je Je-- ); V
Quarter; Thr; Southwest Quar ssie Duncan Smitjrfinada ;)
tie Co., Ltd., a Corporation)
ter of the Northeast Quarter of William Azariah CÍárk, si )
Walter B. Gresham, if liv-- )
Section 33; The Southwest Qua es vivo, y si es muerto, los) .
ing, if dead, the unknown)
rter of the Southeast Quarter; herederos desconocidos de )
heirs of Walter B. Gresh-- )
The Southeast Quarter of the William Azariah Clark, fin-- )
am, deceased ; David B. So-- )
Southwest Quarter of Section ado; Sussan Augusta Cía-- ) rrells, the unknown heirs)
si es mué-- ) ,
30; The West Half of the North rk, si es viva-of Delia Sorrells, deceased;)
east Quarter of Section 31, -- rto, los herederos descono-- )
The Southwestern Mercan-- )
all in Township 19 North of ociaos de Sussan Augasta)
tile Co.a Corporation ;Ja-- )
Range 26 East of the New Mex Clark, finada; The Prairie)
mes P. Wells; Mary Louisa)
Cattle Co. Ltd. una corpo-- )
ico Meridian, New Mefico.
Wells; Edna Farmer; Juan)
;
ración
Walter B. Gresh-- )
You are further notified that
Isidro Romero; Matilde)
unless you enter or cause to be am, si es vivo, y si es Mue-- )
T. de Romero; Lee West;)
entered, your appearance in this rto, los herederos no cono-- )
Teresa T. de Garcia West;)
action on or before the 12th day cidos de Walter B. Gresh-- )
Annie Esquibsl; Teresa F.) '
of October, A. D. 1921, judge- am, finado; David B. Sor)
de Garcia; Abelino Esqui-- )
ment will be rendered against rells, Los heredehos desco-- j
bel ; Marguerite Rains ;)
you in said cause, and each of nocidos de Delia Sorrells.)
Luther P. Rains ; Leopoldo)
finado; The Southwestern)
you by default.
Andrada; Manuelita Andr-- )
Company )
Plaintiffs Attorneys are Che Mercantile
ada; James M. Nichols,)
Corporación; )
ster A. Hunker, whose Post Of- - una
and all unknown claima-- )
íceA ddress is Las Vegas, New James P.Wells, Mary Loui-- ) '
nts of interest in the pre-- )
Mexico, and Hunker and Noble, sa Wells; Edna Farmer;)
mises (said premises being)
whose Post Office address is Juan Isidro Romero ; Matil-- )
da T.de Romero; Lee We-;- )
the real estate described in)
East Las Vegas, New Mexico.
the Complaint in this cau-- )
WITNESS, my hand and seal st; Teresa T. de Garcia)
se) adverse to the Plain-- )
of said Court this 15th "day of West; Annie. Esquibel; Te-- )
resa v. de Garcia; Abeb-tiff,
August, A. D. 1921. .
no Esquibel ; Margarite)
are the Defendants. The gene-,ra- l,
Rams ; Luther P.. Rains ;) CL Ernest Anderson,
objects of said action being
yX3ér.Ipoldo-Andrada-;1tíanueto quiet title in the' name of the
(SEAL)
- - N

I

Clifton Crawford"

star in

MY LADY FRIENDS"

$5.00

earing a

VANITY
H A. T
GJ,

Seen iniheXestoF

Womens Silk Hosiery

I

;

Mens Athletic
UNDERWEAR

Regular $2.50 and $2.00 values
In Grey Suede and Brown

'

AT THE SPECIAL PRICE OF PER PAIR

In broken lots

95 cents

95 cents
Boys Summer
UNIONSUITS
DONT FORGET TO ATTEND THE BALL

On special sale,

at

GAME WITH RATON, SUNDAY
AUGUST

21st,

On the Roy Diamond.

-

49 cents
Get your next year's supply.

TS

"

-

'i.
!'

i

I

'

s.-j-

ntt..f4.

I,.
PUBLIC SALE

BURSUM IS FOR
HOME LEGISLATION.

...

Having decided to . close out.
our partnership livestock and farming business we will sell at pu
blic auction on the Wilson Tract
at the W.H.Jordan home 7 miles
East and one north of Mills; 11
miles north and 3 miles east of
Roy on:
THURSDAY AUGUST 25th,21
Sale to begin atlO A.M. prompt
THE FOLLOWING PROPERTY
TO WIT:
35 HEAD OF CATTLE 35
6 extra high grade Holstein
milk cows giving milk. 5 good
yearland Holstein heifers. 8 good
red Durham cows giving milk.
3 extra good white face milk
.

While Senator Bursum has
been unflagging in his work in
nnsiííerfttion ... of the measures.
effecting the country as a whole,
he has by no means neglected
the interests of the people of
New Mexico. Quite to the contrary, it, is very doubtful if any
other senator has ever succeeded
in getting as many bills favorably considered in so short a time
Among th major bills affecting
New Mexico and its people introduced by Senator Bursum to
date are:
Bill 1835. to provide for a com
pact commission between the
states of Arizona. New Mexico,
Colorado, California, Wyoming
and Utah, and between those
-

Wly Is It?
That our bank does not make a practice
of discouraging the small depositor from opening an account here no matter how , small
the first deposit?

We Believe

.

"
The account
in the "little" depositor.
that starts small is bound to grow and before
long becomes a paying account for the bank
and a financial safeguard to the' thoughtful
depositor..

Start your

-

.

There's one outstanting feature of our
try to know our depositors.
you it's your faolt. The
know
dont
we
If
offers of this bank are on the floor all the
time, ready, to wait on yoh. We are not
backward - why should you be?

business-- we

.

"

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK

A

ut

yearland Holstein steers, 8 spring calves, dandies. This is all A,l
stuff and must be seen to be appstates and the United States, re- reciated.
5 HORSES AND MULES 5
specting the disposition and the
1 span of 7 year old mules,
utilization of the waters of the
good ones wt. 1800 ;1 bay mare
Colorado river for irrigation.
This bill is far reaching in its 4 years old will weigh 1100 ; and
effect and will facilitate the ir- 1 span of 5 year old mules, dandrigation of New Mexico's million ies weight about 2000 lbs.
acres of reclaimable land with- 1 INTERNATIONAL ;MOGUL
0
TRACTOR, RUN ONE
out interstate litigation.

--

A

It's a good thing to know your banker
personally. And to have him know you.
know that-bYou are entitled to credit-yo- u
does your banker nnow it?

red heifers.yearlands, 3

cows, 2

i't

Does Your Banker
Know That You Are
Entitled To Credit?

-

,

account now
Size does not
matter for it
will grow

We are opening up new aciounts every
yours be next. You can start an
acount with us for any amount, and we
pay interest on Time Deposits.
day-l- et

10-2-

SHAPE

GOOD

Capital and Surplus $60,000.00

FARM MACHINERY
horse, branded J7 on left shoule 1 16 inch Van Brunt wheat drill
der, last seen at Mrs. R.W.
ranch Aug, 2, 1921. wei- 1,14 double disc tandem in good
ght about 950. $5.00 reward for shape', 1,14 single disc; 1, John
Deere Lister.: 1 International
return.
Nadarlo Gonzales, Roy, N.M. disc and shovel cultivator; 1 Ne
wton 3 and one fourth inch wag
on good as new ; 1 horse power
A. G. Reed, from Uubbock,
gas engine in good shape. 1 set
days
in
few
spending
a
Teras. is
all
of
Roy, he is a old friend of the Set leather work harness.
of blacksmith tools.
I
Kidd family.
HOUSEHOLD GOODS OF
NUMEROUS KINDS AND MA
NOT
v J. B. Proctor, the Real Estate NY OTHER ARTICLES
LISTED
SOLD
WILL
BE
AT
busy'
one
man of Mills, is a very
.
THIS
SALE
v
these' days, he has, sold farms in TERMS: On all sums over $10.00
the last week or so. tie sold the a credit of 14 months time will
Tom McGrath piare of 160 aires be given, potes to draw 6 percent
toRirhard Kflnrorray, and the interest from date. Under $10.00
320 acres of Geo. Hite to C. J. cash in' hand. 10 percent discou;on sums over $10.00 where
McChjre of Mills. He als0. repo- nt
cash is paid on day of sale. All
rts of selling some Mills, town notes must bear aproved security.' No property to be removed
lotsL.
Boul-qwar-

MEMBER FEDERAL RESERVE BANK
'

v..;

A good bank for everyone

CITIZENS STATE BANK

--

Mills, New Mexico.

The BANK of SAFETY and SERVICE.

"

FOR SALE 80 acres deeded
land 4 miles north of Solano,
'
119 Emerick St, San Angelo.
Ihave taken the agency for Texas.
--.
.....
Insustrongest
Fire
one of the
rance Companies' doing business
in the State and will be glad to Bring your VULCANIZING to
do the
'
iKufe ; your property,, against the Service Garage; they
.' V . '. i '. . .
work
steam.
...
with
fire, íígh;tning..tornados. etc.
1 also inWe farm property.
COMI COALJ AT THE
COM.
I appreciate your patronage. 4ESA
ELEVATOR.
Roy,
N.
táPANrS
!,
Foster
F.H.

Fire Insurance

3--

ORABERNSTOFF

,

,

.

DEALER IN GRAIN

i

.

:

until settled for.

"

f

If you have any grain to sell, see rpeior write

.

W.ILMcCARGER

sWJI JORDAN

'

Sixth Annual
Round Up

OWNERS

Wni.' G. JOHNSON

Auctioneer
' Clerk
Lunch on grounds will be served
;H
.
by the ladies; aid. ,

ErriesfG-Parke-

s

-

,

Tucumcari, New Mexico
jéa.';..'-,-

Solano, ánd Mosquero, New Méx.

:

.

:K:B- BiU: .::.,.:--

-

..:.r-:-

m

:

...

'

''

Program and Purses
--

.,.
'

HRPNTftlDlNg;"

rT7$TEER BULLDOGGING

Prizes. $500.0- 0Entrance Fee $10.00

"
,

Daily '

1st

,

"

'

$50.00
$30.00

2nd

$20.00

3rd

$100.00
$60.00
$40.00

1st

'2nd
3rd

. . . .

.

Finals

Fee $10.00

--

Im

"

''''Í

,

'

.

fcí
r"f"V"

"

"

I

2nd

3rd

STEER RIDING
Prizes $195.00
Entrance Fee $5.00
Daily

$35.00
$20.00

1st
2nd

$10--

3rd

0

--

k;..uh Wir.

'

;

.

': 't,!

?

Fimds
...V. $100.00
$60.00.
$40.00.

2nd

3rd

CALF ROPING
.Prizes $500.00
Entrance Fee $15.00
Daily

1st

:

2nd

.

$50-0-

0

WILD HORSE RACES
k
Prizes Daily.
Entrance Fee $5.00
-.- '.fSO.OO
1st
2nd

I

,

I

J

The Coupe is surely a good and
a useful car so good and so
useful, that the most we might
say about it, is outdone every 5
day by the things which tens of
thousands of owners cay.

.

$.T

;i

!

ft

$100.00
$60.00
$40.00

2nd

3rd

.

3rd...................

V

V- -

j

"'i
.

v

'

hi'
'

".7""'""

'

ffi
'

.
&

Finals

$100.00

lst.
,2nd':"""'

'

3

$50.00
$30.00
$20.00

1st

'
:

fe

1

3rd

RELAY RACES
Prizes $450.00
$25.00
TCntrímíV Ff
'

$50.00
$30.00
$20.00

1st

.

n..

.

3rd

RACES
Prizes $150.00

ñ

.... . . .....

.
. . .

.

..

M
W

I

WILD COW MILKING
Prizes $150.00
Entrance. Fee $5.00

$10.00

FREE FOR ALL HORSE

i

i
'

'

'!

"

if

'iA'C'

'

f

Th

'

gasoline consumption ia ununtially Um
The tire mileage is unusually high

l

.

'

'

'.

m
-

v

'"'''

,

-

Q

S

y

$25.00
$15.00
$10.00

ROPE HORSE RACE
Entrance Fee $2.00 ,
Entrance Fee
One Day Only,
One Day Only
$100.00 1st
$25.00
1st
i50-0,
2nd ;
$15.00
2nd
PACK HORSE RACE
One Day Only.
'
Purse $150.00
Entrance Fee $5.00
$50.00
75.00 2nd . .
1st
$10.00

0

3rd

r

.

'

1st..

.

.

'

'

'

.

Daily

. .

T)ailv

"s

Prize's $500.00""

.,,,, Entrance

'!;

"rt

'

,.!."i5:

".'i

$25.00

GRAND STAND

&

j;

I

Admission Reduced to $1.00
AUTOMOBDLES FREE.

DANCING EVERY NIGHT.

'

J

Parade and Grand Free Barbecue
First Day
Address all Communications

to
DAN TRI GG, Manager

WHITE GARAGE

F. S. BROWN MOTOR CO.

- Las Vegas, New Mexico

Roy, New Mexico

AGENTS

,

n

W

W'

t

XR

"

THE

Pursuant to Chapter

Mexico:
Section 1.

Secretary of State.
U. Proposed Constitutional
p.
Amendment
1

Joint Resolution Providing For

ine Amendment of

Section 2
f Article VII of The Consti
tution of The State of New
Mexico.
:TL J. R. No. 18, Appr. Feb 15,
1921. Be it resolved by the
Legislature of the State of New
-- Mexico :
That Section 2 of Article VII
of the Constitution of the State
of New. Mexico be and the same
is hereby Amended to read as
.follows :
"Sec. 2. Every citizen of the
uXJnited States who is a legal resident of the State and is a qualified elector therein, shall be
qualified to hold any public
fice in the state except as other-;- .
wise provided in the Constitution. The right to hold public
office in the state of New Mexico shall not be denied or abridged on account of sex, and whe-evthe masculine gender is
used in this Constitution, in de.

--

Proposed Constitutional
Amendment
s
No. 6.
Joint Resolution Proposing The
Amendment of Section 8, Ar
tide XX and Section 5, Arti
ele IV, of The Constitution of
The State of New Mexico,
C.S. for S.J.R. No.4 , Appr, Itch
11,1921.
Be it Resolved by the Legist,
ture? of the State of New Mexico.
Section 1. That Section 3, of
Article XSL, of the Constitution
of the Stete of New Mexico be
and the sascie is hereiy amended
to read as foíJows:
The ten of office
"Section
of every state, county r district
officer, except the govammr of
the state, and those e fee ted to
fill vacancies, ahafl commence on
the first day dtf Jawoary rwxt after hi election. The ttrm of
'

That Section 5 of
Article VIII of the Constitution
of the state of New Mexico, entitled "Taxation and Revenue,"
be and the same is hereby amended so as to read as follows:
Section 5. The legislature
,
may exempt from taxation property of each head of a family
to the amount of two hundred
dollars, and the property of every honorable discharged soldier,
sailor, marine and army nurse,
and the widow of every such
soldier, sailor, or marine, whe
served in the armed forces of
the United States at any time
during the period m which the
United States was regularly and
officially engaged in any war in
the sum of two thousand dol

Manuel Martinez,

.

ROY, HARDING COUNTY.

N

Legislature of the State of New

Ses-

sion Laws of 1921, the following
Constitution amendments are submitted to the qualified voters
of the State of New Mexico, for
adoption or rejeition at the Special Elrretion to he held Septem- oer xii, 1921.

No.

SPAN'ÍSÍÍ-AMET!rCA-

lar! Provided, that in every
case where exemption is claimed
on the ground of the claimants
having served with the Military
or naval forces of the United
States as aforesaid, the bona
fide ownership of such property
upon which exemption is claimed shall be upon the claimant

,

WX

MEXICO. ffATTínDAV.

August

iltá, 1M.

shall present its owrt rufe tf
penses by special
bills, specffically limit- order and prtítedure coitterniflg
ed to su;h purposes, but before its official dutfoft.-- The series
of the Commissioners shaft be
final ctf on the gtneral
bill, except upon re- fixed fey the legiliiture.
commendation of the governor.
"Section 6. AH of the dutie,
(J). The gover .'powers, and prerogatives now by
nor may, at any time, recom- law incumbent upon or vested in
mend to the lesrislature supple the Commissioner of Rublic La1
mentary budgets and supplemen nds of the State of New Mexico,
utv aporonriatioa bills basalt shaSt as soon as the first three
thereon, all of which, shall t members, appoiated and confirsulwiect to the same procedure med under authority of tíiís ar
and the' ticle, shall qualify, be incumbent
as tim original
general appropriation bill.
upon and vested in the State
(K). After fi- Land Commission, and saf&Co-mitoissinal action on the general approshall thereupon' be
priation bill, or on recommenda-ti- o deemed to be t&e legal successor
of tlwf governor, special
of the Commissioner of Public
may be enacted, but Lando tfsis. State, and shalP-bevery suck appropriation,, shall bounAby an A have power to enbe embodied; in a separate bill, force all lawful contracts, entfe-relimited to some single work,
inflo; by the Commissioner o&
subject or jurpnse therein stat- Public üandsi on behalf of the

tive

appro-prUtii-

"Sub-Socti-

H

on

budt

"Sub-SecU-

on

oa

e

d

ed.

State.

ILK

debt or inteiSst- - tHefoff-- ; Provided, Further- that th limitation herein contained shalt not
apply to tax levied authorized by
-

the Fifth Legislature aní
frora similar' limitations
in existing laws.

xe-mpt- ed

-

Proposed Constitutional

Amendment
No. 9.
Joint Resolution Proposaug aw
Amendment of Section; Twelve of Article Nine of thCon
stitutüom of the State of New
Mexicoy Entitled "State, County and Municipal Indebtduesa.
IL J. R. No 32. Appr. Mch.. 14
1921.
Be It Enacted! by the Legisla-torof
of New Mex

e

tfia-SCat- e

ko.
Sectionl. That it is herebvr
pwiposed to amend Section 12 of
Aitucfe 9 of tie-- State Constit- u(tioM so as to rftad. as follows :
"Sec 12. No city,, town or Village' shall contract any debt except fcy an ordinance, which sh- - '
pi be' irreparable unta the indebtedness, therein provided for .
sftajl! Hscve been fully paid or
ditíísharged; and wftichi shall specify for flhe purp'os'o to .which
the fund's to be raised shall be

In .Clue
"Section;-- Any,tualified eleoffice1 Í the govwnor
f tfee event of any inconsistency bet- ctor, of the-- State oi New Meri-cstate sftall comftvenwe on Uw fi- ween an? of ShV provisions of
Who has attained! the age of
rst day of December next after thii section an any óf the othw thirty years, and; wh shall have
nf íhft Cottstitutio.
hj
his elecnwa.
been a resident of tai State of
i.?
V S Wtvinr
..- vm. - ex r
provisions
fcthe
tai secuoa Xr "Vf í íí.f íiiTAi vaniu!
Sectioin2. Tint Secticw5i
of Articte IV, of tJi Constitu Ishall preval .Kutnotíiíog here breceding h'ii apjioihtnient shall
Mexico in shall m any manaer atrect be raalifiedl tb)htld office 'as 'a
tion of tli State ot
be and the same iff hereby aint& the provisii . oi Section 22, of ymeiraber of
Laad Conv
Article. IV otf tKes Goastiiution, mission.:
nded to read as follows::
Proposed ConstftutianaJ
o be consttxied as' preyenting
"Section": 5.
Amendment
"Section 8. Thes Stat Land applied,, audi which ahall: provide
spe'caffini:
TTae
from
governor
(Ail.
ths
rezH
Commission shall have a seal for: tüe: liwy of a, ta. nott excee- '
No. 5.
ding twefett mills onutHe; dollar
cial seions ofUhft' Jégislaiüre jvi
lar biennial' ffession'otftfte-legan appropriate device
Section;
of
upomair taxable. property within
b'x
provided
as;
begin
twelve
at
Iatare shall
No.5
and such seal affixed,
IV,.of the 'Constitatioffi'-osignedlSy tfee such city,.. tkwn or village;, suffiHouse Joint Resolution! Propo o'clock, noori; on thecflrst Tues
ora,
fining the qualifications for spesing an Amendment to Article day f February nTfXíí after as preventing :the legislatura at Chairman or Acting Lnairman, cient tb pay
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All EPITOME OF
LATE LIVE NEWS

The only telegraph pole found stand
lug In three villages near South Bay,
N. B., swept by forest fires, held aloft
a metal sign bearing this Ironic Injunction : "Citizens, protect your for-

ests from fire !'
Lady Bonham-Cartedaughter of
CONDENSED RECORD OF THE
Asqulth, has refused
former
Premier
PROGRESS OF EVENTS AT
an Invitation to become a candidate for
HOME AND ABROAD.
member of Parliament for Westminster, to succeed the late William Ash- mead Bartlett Burdett-CouttFROM ALL SOURCES Four men were killed and many more
wounded In disorders at the great Aus
trian penitentiary at Stein. The Inmates of the penitentiary mutinied aftSAYINGS,
DOING8, ACHIEVE er sending an ultimatum to the govMENTS, SUFFERINGS, HOPES
ernment demanding that their sen
r,

GENUINE
m3

mm

,

AND FEARS OF MANKIND.

DURHAM
tobacco makes 50

Cuticura Talcum
is Fragrant and

Very Healthful
2Se,

Oütacnt 25 uJ 50c, Tsltmni 2Sc

The sura and quick remedy for
DIARRHOEA,
CHOLERA
DYSENTERY,
MORBUS. CHOLERA INFANTUM, ETC
75 year of success. 50c and $1. The $1 ilia
equal three 50c bottle. Druggist everywhere.

EMPLOYED THE RIGHT TERM
What Else Was It Possible for Hlrr
to Say of the Soloist's
Vocal Efforts?

f
The soloist was an egotist and the
rest of the choir hated him cordially.
And when it gave a recent concert
they were provoked when he got the
very best parts. But still the members felt that they had one way left
to get even with him. One of their
members did the publicity work for
them and they knew that he too disliked the baritone, and hoped that he
would give him no publicity a thing
he craved more than all else.
But to their dismay the next morning's paper read, "Mr. Blank's rendition of his solos was very satisfying."
They took the writer to task. And
he retorted, "I had to mention them,
didn't I? Well, what else could I
say? They were certainly satisfying
to himself, and as for the rest of you
I didn't hear you clamoring for any
'

more of them, did I?"
And they were convinced

he was

right.

big-hor- n

owls, $1 each.
Considerate.
"Your cook has left, hasn't she?"
"Yes, but she has given us a splendid recommendation."
A man Is not resigned to be cheated
because he lacks wit.

EASY TO KILL

0
vMWrS

RATS
and

MICE
Using the
Gtnulria

By

STEARNS'

ELECTRIC PASTE

BEADY FOB USE BETTEB THAN TEA Pi
Dl motions In 16 laonases 1 n erery box.
Rats, Mloe, Cockroaches,
Anta and Watering!
destroy food and property and are carriers of disease
Steams' Blectrio Pasta forces these pests to ro
from the building for water and fresh air.
86o and II 60. "Money back If It falls."
U, 8. GoTernment buys It.

ilAIR RAI
iuhotn ttor
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$125,-000,00-

Bar Trapping of Bear.
Increased bounties on ferocious animals and ferocious birds and protective measures with a view to conserving the bear, which Is becoming scarce
In many parts of British Columbia, feature new game regulations which have
recently been announced. Trapping ol
bear is now prohibited, and only three
bears may be shot in a season. Bounty
for panthers has been Increased to $40,
timber wolves $25, crows 20 cents, magpies 20 cents, and
and snow

i

six-met-

British-America-

10c

Sos.

The royal yacht squadron Is giving
special prize to the first American
t
yacht to finish in the first
WESTERN
cup race at Cowes
Grain, which had been shocked, regatta. The town of Cowes will give
ready for threshing, was scattered a cup for the first American yacht In
over the fields, granaries were demol- the second cup race.
Ished and hundreds of trees were
Gen. Isidro Valdes, head of the revo
snapped off In a terrific wind storm lutionary movement against the Mex
which swept the district west of Grand ican government, has been captured
Forks, N. D., recently.
after a fight between government
Two men were killed and seven oth troops and his followers. One member
ers Injured, some seriously, when six of the Valdes forces was killed and
cars of a Western Pacific freight train several soldiers were wounded In the
were derailed and crashed down an em encounter.
bankment at Llvermore, near San
The Bulgarian government has
Francisco. The men were riding In one
of the cars. None has been identified. drawn up a plan for the demoblllza
Mrs. Sylvester Prenatt, who went to tlon of the army and the recruiting of
Butte from Oakland, Calif., to see the a volunteer force. It is Inclined to be
slayers of her husband executed, Aug. lieve, however, that It will be Impossl
26, will be denied permission to wit ble to enlist the minimum of 12,000
ness the deed. Sheriff Duggan said "I volunteers by Oct. 1, as demanded by
will not permit her to be present un the allies.
less the condemned men consent," GENERAL
stated Sheriff Duggan.
Earl Welch, 20, died at Columbus,
Ralph C. Nelson, discharged from Ohio, of a fractured skull sustained
the army at Fort Bliss, Texas, met when knocked to the floor In a boxdeath at Alamogordo, N. M., when he ing match with Harold Myers, who Is
fell underneath a moving passenger held by the police. Both are of Columtrain. He wa on his way to his home bus, and were engaged In a friendly
in Toledo, Ohio. Alfred Krakse of bout.
West Park, Ohio, discharged at the
Official announcement
of the apsame time, was with him when the acpointment
Bishop
M. J. Curley of
of
'
cident happened.
St. Augustine, Fla., as archbishop of
Charles McCauley died from a bul
Baltimore, succeeding the late Archlet wound Inflicted at a picnic park bishop
Cardinal Gibbons, has been renear Berkeley, Cal., when prohibition
ceived by Catholic officials at Washofficers attempted to break up an al- ington.
leged bootlegging undertaking.
The
The fact that people are not eating
officers fired their pistols when attacked by alleged bootleggers and so much candy now as they did during
patrons. McCauley was said to have the war was one of the reasons ascribed for the failure of the Boston
been a bystander.
Using every effort to hide his Iden- Confectionary Company, which filed a
tity, a young man walked Into a small petition In bankruptcy at Boston, with
cafloi about 300 yards above the hang liabilities of more than $800,000. The
ing bridge In the Royal gorge, swal- company's assets were listed as $060,- lowed two ounces of carbolic acid and 805.
shot himself through the head. His
The charges that Judge Luden B.
body yas found by W. P. Guthrie, an Wright
of the District Court of Creek
oil man from Wichita, Kan.r who, with
county accepted a bribe of $10,000 in
his son, has been camping on top of
connection with his decision for the
the gorge.
Sallle Atkins Interests in the Tommy
WASHINGTON
Atkins $2,000,000 oil lands controversy
The prisoners of war who have been was dismissed twenty minutes after
restored to their homes by the League Justice Court convened nt Snpiilpii,
of Nations now total approximately Okla., for the third day of the hearing.
400,000, wfSi a little more than 100,000
Walter Bunton, a
metal
yet to be repatriated, It was announced
In
employ
New
worker
the
of
York
the
by the League of Nations news bu
Blower Company at Laporte, Ind.,
reau.
The "request of A. D. Lasker, chair- modestly admits that he Is about to
man of the Shipping Board, for
become a millionaire and that he ex0
from Congress was turned pects eventually to Join the multimildown. Instead of the amount asked lionaire ranks. Bunton has Invented
by Lasker, the House appropriations a process for hardening copper for
committee granted an emergency ap- which he declares the. United States
Steel Corporation is to pay him $1,- propriation of $48,500,000.
A warning to ' Republican
lenders 000,000 and a royalty of 2 cents a
against Increasing taxes In revising pound as long as the patent exists.
the Internal revenue bill was given In
A
child gathered flowers
the Senate by Senator Borah, RepubliIn a neighbor's yard In Chicago, and,
can, of Idaho, who also proposed reductions In army and navy expendi- carrying the blossoms back to her own
yard, tried to plant them. As the retures of nearly $500,000,000.
Both the administration and Con- sult of a dispute over the punishment
gress were warned by Secretary Mel- of the child, which followed, her
lon that the $350,000,000 reduction In grandmother, Mrs. Anna Gaiigner, 52,
estimated departmental expenditures Is dead, and her mother, Mrs. Maragreed upon at the White House con- garet Gaugner, Is seriously injured.
ference as a part of the whole tax re- The grandmother Interceded to save
vision program could be accomplished the child from a spanking, and the
only by the exercise of the most rigid women fell down a flight of stairs dureconomy.
ing the struggle.
Republicans of the Senate privileges
Where the new Pacific highway
and elections committee voted Sena- crosses the Canadian border at Blaine,
tor Truman H. Newberry, Republican, Wash., a gateway Is being erected to
Michigan, whose election In 1918 was commemorate 100 years without forti
contested by Henry Ford, Democratic fications or armies along the 3,000
nominee, a clear title to his seat. miles of international boundnry.
InDemocratic committee members
all scribed over the doorways are the
voted in opposition and the long con- legends, "Open for 100 Years" and
tested case now goes to the Senate for "May These Doors Never Be Closed."
final decision.
Lyle A. Turner, official of a Des
Colorado Springs may be Immediate- Moines, Iowa, rug company, was arly chosen as a site for a vocational rested after he had tried to sell a rug
training center for disabled soldiers, valued at $3,000 for $150. He Is said
according to a statement made by H. to have admitted to the police that he
Allen Nye of Denver, who has been shipped several rugs from the stock
looking over the situation. Under of the company by which he Is empresent plans the, new building will be ployed to himself at Chicago, and
large enough to accommodate at least planned to sell them to help finance
300 soldiers.
The proposed site con a vacation.
tains about 300 acres In the foohills.
MaJ. Earl Hamilton Smith, In chnrge
Ablll by Representative Steenerson, of the campaign to restore Belleau
Republican, Minnesota, to modify fed- wood announced that Col. Charles R.
eral grades of spring wheat was re- Forbes, director of the new Veterans'
ported favorably by the Rouse agricul- Aid Bureau, had accepted the Invitature committee. The measure provides tion of the Belleau Woods Memorial
that all foreign material in grading of Association to draw the plans for the
wheat shall be counted as dockage and restoration of the village and superthat moisture In excess of 14
per vise the rebuilding of the community.
cent shall be designated on the grade It Is planned to raise $300,000 for this
certificate and shall not affect the work. Thef Irst spadeful of earth will
grade.
be turned next June.
The first break In the printers'
Coal
Workmen of the Keone-Strunstrike In progress In Rochester, N. Y., Company at Helenwood, Scott county,
since May 6, came when A. J. Crora-bac- Tenn., have found buried In the earth
president Of the Pressmen's lo- and petrified a giant six feet four
cal No. 38, notified the Rochester
inches tall. The fingers are perfect,
that the men have unanimous- with long, tapering ialls. The hands
ly voted to return to work, dropping are folded across the breast. On either
their demands for the
side of its head are two horns each
iveek.
about four Inches In length. Its weight
More than a thousand Assyrian is about 450 pounds.
christians fleeing, from persecutions
Joseph Peters paid a fine of $50
!y Mohammedans, are on their way after conviction in municipal court at
:o the United States on small sailing Detroit for stealing 10 cents from a
vessels, Secretary Davis said In
newsboy. When arrested, police tes
tlfled, Peterr ad $09 In his pockets
a

(Wittsrs Newspaper Union Nm gentes,

good cigarettes for

fences be reduced.
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You Save From
$15. to $25 on every
Saddle and Harness
Direct from our workshop.
Sand (or our fraa cátalos.

The Fnd Mueller Saddle
and Harness Co.
1413

ts

1411

Uriswt

St, Dsartr.Csl.

OH Investors
Free .opinion any
Service.
.company. Investigations made. Buy or sell
liDCKi. oiitHII luvoniiiieiii iiiujr iiicitu luriune,
InstallAssist make, protect Investments.
ments. Guaranty Co., Wichita Falls. Texas.

PATENTS

Ootomaa,
Watson
PatBDl Lawysr. Washlnglod
D O. Advise and book f na

BaM reasonable. Hlihest rétetenos

JtauurrloM.

FOR f 1.15 WILL SEND by registered mall
I Formulas Bedbug and Roach Remedy.
Furniture Polish and Rug Cleaner. N. LKV l,
lit Macomb St., DETROIT, MICHIGAN.
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TIgM Shoes

Name "Bayer' on Genuine

From All Over

'

New Mexico

and Arizona
(Western

Nenpiper

all feel the same
if yon shake into;
them some
ALLEN'S

U'"

FOOT-EA- SE

Union Newi Ben let. )

During the latter part of July the
riainvlew Grain Exchange of Clovls,
N. M, shipped over 1,000 cars of
wheat.. This is an average of over 50
cars for each working day of Iho
month.
An order drawing a grand Jury of
twenty-on- e
members to report on Aug.
20 has been signed In the Yavapai
County Superior Court at Prescott. No.
specific investigations were mentioned
in the order.
A new oil well will soon be spudded
In on the tract north of Columbus, N.
M, by the Redland-NeMexico Oil
Company, the contract calling for a
hole 4,000 feet deep unless oil Is found
at a lesser depth.
The bu! unce on hand in the stats
treasury on June 30, 1921, wus
as compared With $2,651,019.53
on July 1, 1920, according to the annual report of State Treusurer Raymond
Earhart of Arizona.
Building permits for the month of
July In Albuquerque reached the high
mark of $84,171, which Is a new record for the city for the year. This is
the highest since 1920 when the mark
was over $100,000.
Canning of the tomato crop in the
Mimbres valley, N. M, has been started, and in spite of the blight which
stiuck the vines the early part of the
season It is thought that the crop will
equal that of last year.
The harvesting of the big apple crop
of the Roswell, N. M., valley has been
started and Indications are that it will
compare favorably with that of other
years, and on account of the high
quality will bring a higher price.
Artesla, N. M., will ship about 1,200
carloads of apples during the fall
months. The crop this year Is said to
be of unusuully good quality although
the yield Is small. There will be a
good peach crop in the Hope country.
After a ten days' search in the mountains near Las Vegas, N. M., all hopes
of finding the body of Kenneth Herrón, who was lost last fall while hunting, were given up. It Is thought
that the fate of the boy will never be
known.
Thousands of acres of land In the
Santa Cruz county oil district have
been leased In Arizona.
Representatives of the State Land Department
located about all the forestry land, it
Is said, but whether it was all located
for the state, or some for private Individuals, is not known.

The Antiseptic
Btaflng Powder

tas

Warning! Unless you Bee the name
"Bayer" on package or on tablets you
are not getting genuine Aspirin prescribed by physicians for twenty-on- e
years and proved safe by millions.
Take Aspirin only as told In the Bayer
package for Colds, Headache, Neural-glRheumatism, Earache, Toothache,
Lumbago and for Pain.
Handy tin
boxes of twelve Bayer Tablets of Aspirin cost few cents. Druggists also
sell larger packages. Aspirin Is the
trade mark of Bayer Manufacture of
Monoacetlcacldester of Sallcycacid.
Advertisement.
a,

Takes the friction from the shoe,
freshens the feet and gives new vigor.
At night when your
feet are tired, sore
and swollen from
walking or dancing,
sprinkle ALLEN'S
FOOT-EAS- E
in the
foot-bat-

The contract for the new highway
from Magdalena to Wolf Wells, ten
miles west, has been let and the work
will be pushed to completion as fast
as possible. This Is part of the main
road to the Arizona line and for some
time has been one of the worst
stretches in that part of the state.
Recent rains In practically all parts
of Arizona have tended to improve
road conditions with the exception of
a few points where the highways have
been badly washed and culverts are
out, accordltig to Information received
by the state headquarters of the Automobile Club of Arizona from its thirty
local representatives.
The railroad valuation of $95,638,777
fixed by the Tux Commission of New
Mexico on May 5 stands as the 1921
valuation, J. E. Saint, chairman, stat
ed. The valuation, which falls $5,400,-41below the 1920 valuation, allows
the depreciation which drew Governor
Jlecliem's protest and which the tax
commission, as the result of his de
mand, later disallowed and raised the
valuation more than $8,000,000.
An Important link In the main high
way eastward from Phoenix will be
constructed this fall, bids having been
asked by the state engineer for a
three-mil- e
stret;h of eighteen-foot-widconcrete pavln from the end of the
Phoenix paving eastward on the Temple road to Junction with the state
highway at the Grand canal.
Announcement has been made that
work on the rosd from Clifton, Ariz.,
will be started soon and with the work.
on the two projects in Grant county,
N. M., It will mean that the dam to
dam highway will be opened within the
next year. This will mean much to
Grant county, as this will be one of the
finest transcontinental routes In the
entire West. The first work In the
county will be on the stretch from
Santa Rita and Sherman to connect
with the scenic highway over the
Block range. The second section will
be. from the Gila.' river west to the
county Une, and is also of great importance as it will connect with the
route to Mogollón. With all the routes
completed Grant 'county will have
some of the finest róuds in the Southwest.
Papers In the appeal of the Arizona'
Power Company, appellant, vs. C. Ben- -'
J:imln Hayes, administrator of the es
tate of the late R. W. Griffith, appellee, were filed In the State Supreme
Court. The power company Is appealing from a judgment of the Yavapai
County Superior Court.
At the regular meeting of the Clay
ton, N. M., Chamber ot Commerce, the
dates for the big roundup were set for
August 31 and September 1 and 2.
Plans are being made to handle the
largest crowd In the history of the
í
city
9
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Over 1,500,000 lbs.
of Powder for the
Feet were used by
our Army and Navy
during the war. -

16799

$2,864,-318.0-

They Weren't Cherries.
While going through the grocery department of one of our large stores
recently I noticed a crowd around a
demonstrator, but I paid no attention
to what she was saying. On the table was a dish of what I thought were
maraschino cherries. I took one and
put it In my mouth. With the first
bite I had the crowd around me. I
thought I was poisoned and could not
understand the laughing and screaming of the crowd. Instead of a cherry,
as I thought, It was a capsule containing coloring matter for oleomargarine
that the lady was demonstrating. My
lips, chin and waist were colored a
beautiful yellow. I must have looked
like the Yellow Kid. This cured me
of the bad habit of sampling things.
Exchange.

lortkeleet

Is

DIED

in New York City alone from kidney trouble last year. Don't allow
yourself to become a victim by
neglecting pains and aches. Guard
against this trouble by taking

COLDMEDAL

The world's standard remedy for kidney,

liver, bladder and uric acid troubles.

Holland's National Remedy since 1696.
All druggists, three sizes.
Look for tito asmo Cold Medat oa arary bos
and accept so imitatioa

TIME

NOT WHOLLY

KIDNEY AILMENTS

Youth Missed Acquiring
Academic
Knowledge, but Probably Learned
Something Worth While.
There is only one medicine that really
as a medicine for
stands out
The pursuit of learning Is not alcurable ailments of the kidneys, liver and
bladder.
ways an easy matter, as a young stuDr. Kilmer's Swamp-Roo- t
stands the dent found who set forth from Brishighest for the reason that it has proven
to be just the remedy needed in thousands bane to study at Edinburgh, for when
upon thousands of distressing cases. he reached the port of Falmouth he
Swamp-Roo- t
makes friends quickly be- found that, owing to having taken 200
cause its mild and immediate effect is soon days on the Journey at sea, the term
realized in most cases. It is a gentle, was over. Contrary winds and other
healing vegetable compound.
contretemps accounted for the delay.
Start treatment at once. Sold at all
drug stores in bottles of two sizes, medi- during which the crew had to set
about finding means of turning some
um and large.
However, if you wish first to test this of the corn they were carrying as
great preparation send ten cents to Dr. cargo into bread. They found an old
Kilmer 4 Co., Binghamton, N. Y., for a berry-mil- l
but the story Is too long
sample bottle. When writing be sure and
to tell. It Is one of the sea's many
mention this paper. Advertisement.
yarns, and leaves the conviction that
that student, if he Is worth his salt.
New One to Her.
will
not object to having lost some of
One of Kansas City's welfare societies provides a summer camp for the academic year learning of the
children. Each child Is given a thor- ways of a barque on the ocean.
,
ough outing for $1 a week. Children Christian Science Monitor.

are not accepted under the age of
nine, but now and then a
child gets by a few months younger.
The other day a little girl with all the
earmarks of seven years applied with
a dollar at the camp. "How old are
you?" she was asked. "Nine," replied
"When were you
the child glibly.
eight?" This was an unexpected question. "Eight?" she stammered; "why,
do you have to be eight before you
are nine?" Kansas City Star.
d

Men are like rivers the deeper they
are, the less noise they make.

Between Two Fires.
The young couple were dlulng out.
In the middle of their meal a tall and
beautiful woman passing near their
table give the young man a look of
recognition and a smile.
So dangerous was the smile that the
girl said, "John, who was that wom
'

an?"
John held up his hand.
"Now, for goodness sake," he said.
"don't get bothering me about wh- she Is. I shall have trouble enough explaining to her who you are."

The best way to beat a poor carpet
Why are people diffident? They
Is to buy a good one.
parently overestimate others;

ap
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treatment for incipient cancer.
which has started in the mouth
She is assured that on arsount of
taking the matter in rharge in
the early stage of the desease
Another heavy rain fell on the that she will be fully rerovered
Mr. Chester Cloyd, has purch
mesa Sunday night doing considased
a lot on main street and has
erable damage in preventing
commenced
the erection of a bh
of the ground for fall
ilding
which to house his "po
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The Shaya Company

SPECIAL'S

A Home Bank For Home People

pre-perati- on

A

in

sk

Kerr Sef Sealing Mason Jars, Coz. Qts. only $1.03
VIen's heavy

SALE PRICE $3.83

shirts, each95c

Are you taking advantages of our Alumnium
They are on display and

sets offer?

given away FREE with only $10.00

Ask for them.

in cash purchases.

comfcrt. It is the beacon light pointing

pathway to peaceful old, age. One dollar will

start an account at our bank.

BANE OF ROY
Capital and
Surplus

$36,000.00

d.

The J. L. Taylor, Made to order sample book
just arrived, and we are now ready to show you
this beautiful line of samples,
sell.

out the

1

harvest shoes, $6.50 value, SPECIAL
Good work

bank account drives iway worry" and brings

We

threshing opperations. The idea ?J?4rACa?e,"u?dfstand
fxptxis iu
that New Mexico suffers from a lu"1 uh' 1JM-i- l
of rain seems to be gradualy Tnce meduíelJr J er?fion
a modera hospita building
rnangingtoa plaintive cry ot óf
which will be able to properly
: too wet a country greatly hamp
care for the increased number of
ered by too much rain fall.
patients
that are being brought
Ye correspondent has been highly insulted by the Democrate from a considerable , distance to
in their primary last Saturday. receive treatment at the hands
We offered to attend their meet- of the doctor,
Among tse new arrivals to our
ing as a special correspondent
little
burg we note with pleasure
and were curtly refused the pnv
smiling
the
face of Mr. Kirby
ilege on account that our . write- up of their county convention who has commenced his new duwas full of veiled sarcasm and ties as Deputy County Treasurer
irony that cast a reflection upon As soon as he can arrainge for
the great and untarnished Dem- rooms he expects to bring his wi
ocratic party. Just our luck wh- fe and childern down to the coun
en we try to be most compliment ty seat for the rest of the year.
The county seat was the scene
ary we are most cruely missund-erstooof two county conventions MonThe laidies aid gave an ice cr- day when both the Republicans
eam supper at the beautiful ho- and the Democrats met for the
me of Mr. and Mrs. Judge Smith purpose of selecting their deliga- last Saturday night which was tes to the state conventions. The
well attended by the people of Chairmon of the Republican Cen
tral Committee not being absent,
the town and vicinity. A general Ye
correspondent presided at the
good time was enjoyed by all pre
Republican
Convention where ev
sent. On account of being sick
.
a
r
ill. j
""u
ViA f',uy- Qe"
Í;
we were unable to attend. Had L
uuiy
weie
eiectea, mem
nwp nffpnHflH anH than
tton ci.
of
bers
County DeHarding
the
ck we could have laid it onto
legation to the State Central Co
many
good
things
the
selected and the meetenjoyed but as such was not the mmittee
ing
d sine die. The readjourn
case we will have to look around
signation
County Chairman,
of
and find some other excuse to' Hon. F. S. Brown,
was received
account for our indisposition.
too late for action at the conven-- 1
-

They are priced to

Let Taylor do your Tailoring.

$625. OO F. O. B. DETJi OIT

ForaS03X
trade Mark

TRACTOR

-

Does Every Power Job

over-e-
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R. P. Shaya Co.
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PUBLICATION

NOTICE FOR

Department of. the Interior

U. S. Land Office at Clayton,
New Mexico.
Aug. 4th, 1921.
given that
hereby
is
Notice
"i
Alfredo Vigil, of Eueyeros, Harden Co. New Mexico, who on
Sei; ember 18th, 1916. made
Homestead Application No. 023
128,for NEHiN'a-SE- ,
of Secand NEVi-S3
tion 1, Township 21N Rang3
N.M.P.Mendian,
has tile.: r,
iice of intention to make Pi:
Three Year Proof, to establis.
claim to the land above described, before F. II. Foster, U. S.
Commissioner, at his office at
Roy, New Mexico, on the 14th,
day of September 1921.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Jose G. Mondragon, Mersed
Montoya, Eduardo Vigil, and
Frank Vigil, all of Bueyeros,
New Mexico.
Paz Valverde,
SW-SE-

4,

1

Register.

AMENDMENTS

PUBLICATION

land recently purchased from
Boyle and Neuman by the W il- -

Department of the Interior
U. S. Land Office

New Mexico,

at Clayton, son Company was considerably

law for the State Road Fund,
shall take effect without submit-- 1
ting them to the electors of the
state, and not withstanding that

the total indebtedness of the

sta-- 1

I
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SEVi-NEi.-

4,

Eii-SEt-

n,
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.

the near future and enjoy the gr

oth and prosperity of

If you have a farm to sell, list
it with me, as I have the buyers.
And if vou are in the market
for a good wheat farm, stock
farm or cattle ranch, write or
call on mé, as I have a fine list
of f
ranches and dt
perty for sale.
If you are looking for bargains see,

the new

co

unty seat.

Dr. Daniel3 who has been absent in Clayton for several days
and the hospital has been a busy
place since his return. A number
of operations have been preform
ed. Miss Cates, trained nurse fr
om Solano, has been in charge of
the care of the patients, and we
P. H. Connelly
(The land man)
are glad to say that under the ex
New Mexico. ppert care of Dr. Daniels and mi- Box 125
ss Cates all are on the way to a

ceed one percentum of the assessed valuation of all property
subject to taxation in the state.
Provided, that the total amount
of such State Highway Bonds
payable from proceeds of taxes Roy,
levied on property outstanding
at any one time shall not exceed
two million dollars. The legis- any of such revenues to any o- lature shall not enact ' any law
which will decrease pledged for the said debentures issued to an
the payment of State Highway ticipate the collection thereof reDebentures or which will divert J main unpaid.

,

speedy recovery.
Mrs. Stella Smith, one of our
able teachers in the Mosquero
Schools has left for Kansas City
where she will take the Radium

aj
,A

nw
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nomical and above all
DABLE.

DEPEN-

Get in the
frame of mind now. Call, phone or
drop us a card for , facts. See
the Fordson in practical

n,.

power-farmin- g

a

BECK MOTOR COMPANY
Roy,
New Mexico

PRIC- E-

A complete line of;

AN- D-

Drugs, Patent and Propriety Medicenes, Perfumes, Toilet Articles
and Stationery, Flashlights and Batteries, Candies, Cigars and Tobaccos,
Okeh Records, Kodaks and Eastman supplies.

SERVICE

E

SODA FOUNTAIN
JA11

,

QUALITY

The Koy Drug Store

TO-UAT-

MBnnaainn
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vviAc aiix
aiiu
we are enjoying a life of single
blessedness for a while.
It Is
not what we imagine it to be.
It has difficulties that we never
thought of and we are in a barrel of trouble. We cant quarrel
at our wife. And our neighbors
wont quarrel with us. The Mills
correspondent gave us permis
sion to quarrel with her but we
cant think of anything to quarrel about. And we were so busy
in the Republican Convention
where everything went off so
smoothly that there was never
a dissenting vote, that we missed the Democratic convention
where we might have been able
to get into a little quarrel that
would have livened us up a

Fairview Pharmacy

UP

r'

Twenty-fou- r
hours each day,
every working day in the year
it will give maximum service.
Light but powerful :t gets, from
job to job quickly. Easy to operate and control effirient. eco-

;

,

,

QT1i

fashioned love feast, with a good
bunch of fellows elected as dele
gates.
If there is a lack of "pep" in
the County Seat News this week
it is probably due to the fact

NV-'-NE1-

4,

u

te"

CenTra c7mm
Th(, Deymocratic Convention

,

Gamble was cahed after he fail- ed to recover consciousness and
found him suffering from considerable shock and bruises but no
thing dangerous. He is now on
i,
Seltion 17, Township his way to a rapid recovery and
9 N Range 25E, N. M. P. Meri-;?- hopes to soon be up and around
has filed notice 01 inten-- again
.to make Final TnrevJ Year viuiie a uumuei in puupie nave
Av, v, to establish claim to the been in town during the last we- land v ove described, before F. ek looking for farms and various
H. Foct i", TJ. S. Commissioner, business locations. As a result
at his of ihe at Roy, New Mexico one large threshing rig will be
on the 14th day of September,! shipped in one man and his wife
1921;
returned to his Oklahoma home
Claimant names as witnesses : with the avowed purpose of clos-iout his Oklahoma business
Frank Aldies, Hilrio Gomez,
Sylvester Tor:i3 and J. L, Smi- and returning immeadiately for
the purpose of building a large
th, ail of Roy, New Mexico.
brick hotel in Mosquero to help
Paz Valverde,
take care of the hotel proposition
Register.
and a number of others are making arraingments to return in
REAL ESTATE
N10-NVVV-

VJ !
Un

injured by becoming entangled
in a rope while handling a scared b
ü
QY t
ht
horse and being drug around the that elicited considerable differ
corral for several .minutes Dr. rence of opinion, some rather

Aug. 4th, 1921.
Notice is hereby given that
Alberto T. Casados, of Roy, Harding Co, New Mexico, who,, on
October 5th, 1918, made Homestead Application.
No. 026232,
for SEit-SWii- .,
Sec. 8.

,.-

Continued from pago six
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You can plow, disc,harrow,

harvest, thresh, bale hay, grind
feed, fill the silo, saw wood,
pump water, pull stumps, do
road work or any other power
job around the farm quicker,
easier and at les cost to you
with the Fordson Tractor.
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"A Square Deal Every Day."
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